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I . l.  Motoring has been an important source of revenue for a long time. All Member
States rely heavily on a range of toc instruments to ensure significant  budgetary
receipts from both private and commdrcial road users. The systems implemented  in
each Member State reflect a variety of influenies beyond the obvious need to raise
revenue: geographic, industrial, social, environmental,  energy, transport policy
considerations  can all have a bearing on the type of approach followed.
1.2. 'the variety of inlluences  has led, traditionally,  to large differences in the overall
strategies followed in the Member States. These'differences  apply both in terms of the
overall level of dependence on the sector for a contribution to total revenues  and in
terms of the choice of instruments and their precise implementation.  The instruments
available include taxes. payable at the time of acquisition or first putting into service'of
a vehicle, periodic tixes payable in connection with use of the vehicle, taxes on fuel,
insurance taxes, road user charges, road tolls etc.
1.3. In the nm-up to the internal market, there was an expectation that vehicle taxes
would be approximated after 1992. In the event, only a very limited degree of
approximation  took place. Luxury VAT rates were abolished,  and taxes on goods or
services, including motor vehicles, which involved border-crossing formalities for
intra-Community trade were prohibited. That said, Member States retained the right
to maintain or introduce taxes on goods or services, including motor vehicles, which'
did not give rise to such border-crossing formalities.  As a result, most Member  States
which previously  applied a luxury VAT rate and/or an excise duty on cars introduced
new taxes or modified existing taxes on motor vehicles, typically in the forrn of
registration taxes, thus continuing and, in some cases, exacerbating the disparities
between systems across the Community. Furthermore, it became clear that taxes would
continue to be payable in the country where the owner resides,'with special rules
introduced to give effect to this principle for VAT on new cars. Whilst these measures
provided Member  State governments  with a means of preserving  revenue receipts, they
fell a long way s.hort of the expectations of the European motor trade and
citizenVconsumers.
1.4. Since 1993, there has been growidg pressure for some intervention in this area
for internal market reasons. From the citizen's viewpoint,  the existing treatment of
motor vehicles acts as evidence that we are a long way from a true single-market.
Prospective purchasers  find that the tax systems in some Member States can have a
signihcant impact on the tax-exclusive price of cars. Moreover, the treatment of
individuals moving, either temporarily or perrnanently from one Member State to
another with their cars can, in some cases, be more restrictive now than prior to 1993.
From the motor industry viewpoint, the wide differences  in tax systems have a negative
impact on traders' ability to extract the alleged benefits of operating within a single
market.
1.5. Apart from its role as an important  source of revenue, vehicle taxation is also
being turned to as a potential instrument to advance pther policy objectives, both at
national level and, increasingly, at Community level. During 1995, 1996 and L997,the
Commission adopted documents  relating to a number of policy areas where fiscalmeasures  affecting vehicles were identified  as having a potential role' These include
Communications on COZ Emissions and 'Passenger Carsland on the Auto Oil
p;;t;;;;t,  the white paper on Energy Policy3 and a Green Paper on Fair and
Effrlient Pricing in Transport4. The Comiission also put forward a new proposal for a
new approach on taxation of energy products.s Given that, on the one hand, there are
several'policy areas where vehicle taxation may be relevant and, on the other hand,
there is'a complex interaction between the different types of instruments  used in any
Member State, a comprehensive and coherent approach to the subject is needed'
1.6. As a result, the Commission  Services decided to carry out a review of the whole
area of to(ation affecting vehicles and rnotoring., To assist in this task, the Commission
iervic., issued . qu.rtlonnaire to each Member State, asking for details of the tax
in**i."it  applied. The questionnaire  also inquired about the policy objectives being
pursued in each State.
1.7. This document identifies in general terms the various instruments  available to
Member States. Using the replies to the questionnaire,  complemented where
appropriate  by otheruoir""r, it goes on to describe the actual systems T o{ I January
1997 implemlnted in each tutember State. It also attempts to highlight the various
policy ob;ectives being pursued at national level. Finally, it provides an overview of
turr.tit aition at Community level which is relevant to vehicle taxation'
1.8. The document is focusing on indirect tax measures  and does therefore not
include measures like taxation of the benefits of a company car or deduction of
commuting  expenses in the income declaration. Neither is the different approach to
parking feis intuaed in the report.
A Community  strategy to reduce CO2 emissions  from passenger cars and improve friel economy'
COM (95) 689 final
communication  From the commission  to the European Parliament and the council on a Future
itr"i"St t"ilhe Control of Atmospheric Emissions from Road Transport Taking into Account the
Results from the Auto Oil Programme,  COM (96) 248 final
An Energy Policy for the European Union., iOftl (gS) OAZ
Towards  Fair and Efficient Pricing  in Transport: Policy options for intlrnalising the external costs
of transport  in the European Union, COM (95) 691 final
proposal for a Council Directive restructuring the Community  Framework for the Taxation of
Energy Products,  COM(97) 30 final'2.  TYPES OFTAX TNSTRUMENT.
Z.g. The various tax instrumbnts  available can be divided into three broad categories.
Firstly, there are taxes associated with the acquisitiorl purchase or registration of a
vehicle, for example VAT and registration  taxes. The second category covers taxes
payable in conneition with possession or ownership of a vehicle, such as circulation
iaxes and insurance taxes. The third category consists of taxes directly or indirectly
related to the use of vehicles, including fuel taxes and road tolls.
Z.IO. Motor vehicles are subject to Value Added Tu (VAT) in each Member State
under the general Community VAT rules. In addition"  special rules were introduced
from I January 1993 to ensure that intra-Community acquisitions of new vehicles are
subjected to VAT in 'ttre country of destination.  For this puipose, "new" vehicles are
defined to cover vehicles which have travelled less than 6,000 kilometres or which
have been in service for less than six months6. Furthermore, there are spedial rules to
ensure a consisdent approach to the- VAT treatment of commercial  intra-Community
transactions of seconi-hand vehiclesT.  Member States have different approaches to the
question of deduction of input VAT. Whilst this is generally available for commercial
vehicles, some Member States do not allow deduction for passenger cars' Other
Member States allow partial deduction (e.g. an arbitrary fgure such as 50Yo, or a
figUre calculated according to the extent of professional use of the car)' and some
allow full deduction.
2.1I.  Registration (or similar) t&es are normally payable in advance o[, or at the
time of, relistration of a vehicle. They are normally charged only once' at the time of
first registltion, though in one Member state a new charge arises on each change of
o*n"rrhip. Apart froi the requirement that they must not rely on- froontier controls,
these taxes are not subject to any common nrles in the Community'"  A variety of
fossible methods of calculation exist. The tax may be charged by reference to the
value of the vehicle, according to some measurement such as horsepower, engine cubic
capacity, emission levels, or icombination of factors. Normally the registration plates
and/or documentation  will not be issued until the tax'has been paid or guaranteed.
irr.tp."tiue of the method. of calculation  used, the amount of t1x payable on a used
,rehicle will typically decrease iri line with the vehicle's age. Various types. of vehicle
may be e*ernpied frtm the tax, either on the basis of their physical characteristics or on
the nature of use to which they are put. In this context it is useful to distinguish
between taxes and fees. Registration  taxes are normally levied for fiscal reasons and
Article 28c (AXb) of the 6th vAT Directive  77l388lEEC of 17 May 1977 as last amended  by
Council  Directive  91/680/EEC  of 16 December  1991'
The 7th VAT Directive  9a/5/EEC  of 14 February  1994.
However, Article 3 of Directive 94l12tEEC  stipulates that Member  states are not allowed to use
fiscal incentives  to ehcourage the marketing of vehicles with emissions performances better than
those required  under the set Directive.  For more information see paragraph  7.4.thus the level of taxation can be substantial. Registration fees, by contrast, are levied to
cover the cost of the operation of national vehicle registers.'
Z.IZ. Circulation tcues arecharged  on a periodic basis, and usually confer the right
to use the public road network. In the case of h&vy goods vehicles; they must comply
with the piovisions of Directiveg3lSgtEECs, which sets minimum rates etc' For other
vehicles, ih"., is no Community  legislation in this area.to These to(es are also charged
according to various criteri4 such as engine capacity, horsepower, fuel type, region of
registratiin etc. In some cases, the age of the vehicle is taken into account. They are
often controlled  by means of a windscreen  sticker, or vignette.
2.13. Motor insarance premium t6es are usually charged as a percentage of the
amount paid to insure the vehicle. [n some cases it takes the form of a general tax on
all insurance premiums, but may equally be specific to, motor insurance. Similarly,
cert4in vehicles m-ay qualify for reduced rates oq exemption'
2.14. F.uel taxes are normally charged on motor fuels by reference to the quantity of
product released for consumption. The Community excise system" provides.rylt:t
rat6s of excise duty which Member States must respect. It also providss that Member
States must appla only one rate of duty to each product category (unleaded petrol,
,leaded perrol, dieiel etl.) and the rate of duty on leaded petrol must be higher than that
on unliaded petrol. Derogation to depart from the general principles are possible
under an agreed procedure.  The duty is charged as a specific amount per quantity of
product. 
-Some 
Member States charge additional fuel taxes for environmental
ob;ectives. In these cases, the duty is often calculated'indirectly as a function of the
level of harmful emissions such as carbon dioxide, sulphur, etc.
Z.IS. Tolts are charged in some Member States as a means of recovering
infrastructure costs. They can be charged as a fixed amount or as a function of the
distance travelled. It is also possible to have a periodic  payment system, which allows
unlimited use of the network for the period in question. Directive 93l89tEEC governs
the use of toll charges for heavy goods vehicles. It also provides for the introduction
Council Direclive 93/89/EEC of 25 Oclober 1993 on the application of taxes on certain vehicles
used for the carriage of goods by road and tolls and charges  for the use of certain infrastructure.
On 13 NovemberlsgOine  Commission  adopted a new proposal for a directive, intended  to
replace Directive 93/89, which was annulled  by the European  iourt of Justice on 5 July 1995. ln
accordance with the judgement  of the Court, the etfects of the annulled  Directive have been
postponed  until new ligis-iation is adopted.  No agreement  has so far been reached in the Council
on the new proposal.
As for footnote  7.
- Council Directive gZtlztEEC  of 25 February 1992 on the general arrangements for products
subject to excise duty and on the holding, movement and monitoring  of such products.
-Council Directive gztSltEE}of  lgOctoberlgg2ontheharmonizationof  thestructuresof excise
duties on mineral oils.
- Councif Directive  gZigAeEC of 19 October 1992 on the approximation of the rates of excise
duties on mineral oils.
11of road user charges, such as the " Eurlov,igtrcl/e" system currently operated by five
Member States.t2 This system involves payment of a sum which allows access to the
motor way network in five Member States, and provides for distribution  of the revenue
between the five countries.
2.16. Special schemes  to promote the scrappittg of old cars are or have been used in
some Member States to promote replacement of old cars with new, less polluting  cars.
Normally these schemes are temporary and involve a tax reduction on the purchase of
a new car when an old car is scrapped.
12 
Sweden is due to join the system  under 1998.3.  I\TOTON VEHICLE  TAX,A,TION N THE MEN{BER SIITNS
3.1: An overview of the dif;lerent systems applied in each Member State is
contained in the following pages. This information is mainly drawn from the replies to
the questionnaire issued to Member State administrations.  Table 3.1 gives a broad
overview of motor vehicle related taxes applied in the Member States- Detailed
description of'motor vehicle taxation in Member States are provid.d i1 separate
country notes in annex A. Tables allowing for quick comparison of the different tax
,yrt.r, and the tax rates applied in Member States are set out in Annexes B and c.
Information  on revenue from vehicle taxation in the Member States is provided in
Annei D and statistics on car production,  car sales and car fleets within the Union is
provided in Annex E.
Tabte3.l. Vehicle related taxes in Member States as of t Janua ty 1997
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S*'eden
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Tolls applied so far are private charges rather than taxes'3.1  Taxes on acquisitions
3.2. All Member States levy VAT on acquisitions under the general Community
VAT regime with rates varying between 15 and 25 per cent of the price excluding
VAT. Restrictions  to taxabte p.ttont right to deduct VAT paid on the purchase of
passenger  cars for professionat use apply in some Member States. In Sweden' Finland,
Austria-, portugal, Greece and Ireland the registration tax is part of the tax base for
VAT.
Table 3.2  VAT rates on aiquisition of motor vehicles and motor fuels
Mcmber State
VAT rates in Per cent
Motor vehicle Motor Fuel
Dieset  Unleaded Petrol Leaded petrol
Belgium
Denmark
Germanl'
Spain
France
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Austria
Portugal
Finland
Su'eden
United Kingdom
2 1.0
25,0
15.0
16.0
20,6
18.0
21,0
19,0
r5,0
17,5
20,0
iz,o
22,O
25,0
17.5
21.0
25,0
15,0
16,0
20,6
18,0
21,0
19,0
15,0
17,5
20,0
17,0
22,0
25.0
17,5
21.0
25,0
15,0
16.0
20.6
18.0
21,0
r?,0
12,0
17,5
20,0
17,0
22,0-
25,0
17,5
21,0
25,0'
15,0
16.0
20,6
t8,0
2 t,0
19,0
15,0
!7,s
20,0
17,0
22,0
25,0
L1,5
3.3.  In addition to VAT most Member States apply some form of tax payable at the
time of registration of a vehicle into the national vehicle register. Registration taxes
with a revenue raising function are levied in twelve Member  States, see table 3'l' In
Germany and Luxem6ourg an administrative fee is levied at the time of registration'
ifr" U"l,.d Kingdom levies neither registration  tax nor fee. Registration  taxes are
normally only charged  at the time of first registration in the national vehicle register' In
Belgium unj tt"tyl however, the registration tax is also levied on each change of
owiership. In addition to registration  taxes some Member States also levy a
registration  fee payable on regisiration with the national car register. Registration  taxes
tend to be focused on passenger cars and Member States who levy such taxes
therefore apply reduced rates or exemptions for commercial vehicles  such as buses and
vehicles for goods transport. However, it can be noted that Sweden levies a
10registration tit:r on all vehicles except passenger cars. Table 3.3 gives an overvlew on
the different treatment of vehicles in countries where registration taxes are levied-
Table 3.3: Registration taxes in Member States, type of vehictes taxed
N.B: RegistratiOn tax is not levied in the United Kingdom, Germany and Luxembourg.
3.4. The calcutation of a registrati'on/sales tax can depend not only on the value of
the vehicle but also on weight, size of the motor, fuel consumption or if it is a diesel or
petrol driven car. Tax schemes vary from those based strictly on value in Denmark and
Finland to more sophisticated taxes. For example, in Austria the amount of ta-:r is
dependent on the 
".,re."g" 
fuel consumption of the vehicle. The Netherlands  applies  a
'ryit.r with a value-based  tax but where the amount of tax is adjusted in.order'to
penalise diesel driven cars. In France the registration tax is a local tax in slfar as the
iate is set by,the provinces which also have the use of the rev€nue- The-.trtalian
registration tax is alio partly a local tax. Annex B provides an overview of the different
methods of calculation applied in Member States.
3.5. Member States apply not only different methods of calculation but also
different levels of taxation. Chart 3.1 presents the level of registration tax for two
different sizes of petrol driven passenger cars, with a motor size of 1501 and 2001 cc.
The level of regisiration tax on new passenger cars ranges between 0 to 200 7o of the
car price excluding  taxes. The highest level of taxation on new cars can be found in
Denmark, Greece, Finland.and  Portugal. However, in Greece the tax rate on used cars
can be as high as 460 o/o. The lowest level of taxation can, of course be found in
Membef States where only VAT is levied on new cars. As can be seen in chart 3.1
Member States which apply registration  taxes tend to levy them in such a way as to
favour cars with smaller engines.
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Member States Passenger cars Motor cycles Buses
> 9 passcngers
Ileavy goods
vehicles'
> 12 tonne
Belgium
Denmark
Spain
Creece
Fianie  .
Ital;-
Ireland
Nctherlands
Austria
Portugal
Finland
Sweden
yes
yes
!'es
!'es
!'es
i
)-es
!'es
yes
yes
)'es
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
]'es
yes
!'es
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
ves
I'as
ves
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yesChart 3.1  Level of registration taxes (excluding VAT) in Member States
December 1996, expressed  as a percentage of net price (price excluding all taxes).
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Note: France and Italy also levy registration  taxes but no information  is available on the relation to net
prices.
Source: ACEA (1997)
3.6.  There is a wide spread in consumer prices of passenger  cars between Member
States. This is not very surprising  given the different level of registration taxes applied
in Member  States. In a recent price comparison  made by the Commission  it was shown
that for 43 of the total of 75 models examined, tax-exclusive  prices differ within the
Community by more than 20 yo.14 Furthermore, it should be noted that the three
highest taxing-Member States, Denmark, Finland and Greece were not included in the
stJdy. Although some of the differences in consumer prices would probably be
explained by iactors like market structure 4nd consumer preferences, it. cannot be
.*rlud.d that widely different tax regimes have some impact on the setting of tax-
exclusive prices.
3.2  Taxes on ownershiP
3.7 .  Two broad types of taxes have been identified on ownership. These are
circulation taxes and taxes on motor vehicle insurance premiums'
3.8  An annual circulation tax is levied in all Member States. The taxes are levied
both on passenger cars and commercial  vehicles.  On passenger  cars they may take the
form of a flat rate tax like the British Vehicle Excise Duty of 'f 145 per annum, but
14 
Car prices within tne European Union on 1 May 1997, Directorate-General  lV, Commission of the
Eurooean  Communitiesnormally they are levied in a way where the amount of tax is related to certaln
characteristics,  such as engine capacity, vehicle weight, size of the motor or age of the
vehicte. In some Memberttates'(Swlden,  Belgium, Denmark, Finland) diesel driven
cars face a higher circulation tax than petrol driven cars, often to compensate for the
fact that diesel generally faces a lower excise duty than petrol..However, in France
diesel driven cars face a lower circulation tax than petrol driven cars' In some
countries (BelgiunL ltaly, Portugal and Spain) the annual circulation  tax is a local tax,
either in the sense that all or some of the revenues accrue to local governments, or that
the tax level is to some aspect determined  at a local level (Italy, Spain)''" In other
countries like France,  Swed-en, the Netherlands the to( rate also differs depending on
the region of registration, even though the revenue itself is part of the Central
Government budget.
3.g. The highest level of circulation taxes on passenger  cars can be found in
Denmark, the Netherlands and Ireland. The amount of circulation tax due on a large
petrol driven car o[, say,2 000 cc in motor size ranges from just below 100 to 884
ECU per year.
3.10. In most countries annual circulation  taxes for the use of commercial  vehicles
differ from those for private passenger  cars. There is a large difference in the level of
io"tion on heavy gooar vehicles initre Community, where the highest level of taxation
can be found in the'United Kingdom. Some Member States have a derolation allowing
them to apply tax rates below the Community minimum rate laid down in Directive
g3t}glEEa, whilst other Member States apply tax rates l0 times higher than these
minimum rates.
3.11. Most Member States also levy an excise duty on the mandatory  traffrc
insurance required by drivers. In some Member States this is part of a general tax on
insurance pt"rniu*t, whereas in other the tax is only levied on motor insurance
ft.*iutnt and not on other insurance premiums. The highest taxing c'ountry is
Denmark with a tax rate on insurance premiums on passenger cars of 50 % of premium
.paid.
3.3  Taxes on motoring
3.12. Taxes on motoring are-levied in the form of motor fuel taxes and'road toll
systems.
3.3.1 Fuel tues
3.13. Motor fuel is generally subject to a number of different taxes, including VAT,
excise taxes, storage and sicurity levies, and environmental  ta:<es. Most Member
States apply the standard VAT rate to motor fuels ranging from 15 % (Germany) to 25
% (Sweden and Denmark),  see table 3.2. However, Portugal applies a reduced rate of
1s 
In lreland proposals  are currently at an advanced stage to allocate all motortax collected  to local
government (at present  allocated to central government).  Tfrg new legislation  will also empower
individual local authorities to impose a locaf levy on top of the rate of motor tax set by ceritral
government.
135 Yo on diesel and Luxembourg  applies a reduced rate on unleaded petrol at 12 o/o- In
general VAT is only borne by private consumers, since commercial operators who are
iegistered for VATcan normally claim an input deduction. This deduction normally  is
equal to 100 per cent of the tax. However, in some Member States it is only partial.
3.14. Leaded petrol must under Community law be subject to a higher excise duty
than unleaded petrol. Furthermore  the tax rate on diesel is normally lower than on
petrol, reflecting the fact that diesel is the main source of fuel used by commercial
vehicles. The only exception is the United Kingdom where diesel is taxed at the same
rate, expressed in volumetric terms, as unleaded petrol. Measured in relation to energy
content the UK still treats diesel more favourable than unleaded petrol. Sweden and
Finland differentiate the excise duty on diesel and peirol according to environmental
criteria. Furthermore,  the United Kingdom,  Greece and lreland, apply tax differentials
on unleaded petrol according to octane content, also for environmental reasons'
Denmarl5 operates a system with reduced ex-cise duty rates when petrol is sold from
starions equipped to iecycle petrol fumes. These diffFerentials  have been authorised
under the ierms of Article 8(a) of Council Directive 92/8llEEC.  The United Kingdom
is in the process of introducing  a lower rate on ultra low sulphur diesel.Table 3.4: Excise duties on motor fuel, as of January lgg7, ECUi6
Itcnrbcr Stetc l.tedcd pctrol
I (XX) litrcr
lJnlcedcd pc$ol
I 0t 0 litrca
Dicrcl
I fi)O lltrcr
CNG/nrethenc
tonc
EC }rDirrftat
AIJSTRIA
BELGNA,T 
.
DEil.,6Rxtt
Finlandre
Ft^lrc"
GEN.}GNY
CREEC€.
IREI.AND
IT^LY
Lucr'GoLRc
NettE,ru.erosn
PORTLISAL
SPAN
SWEDEN
337
482
569
J30
613
6t7
556
4t5
4.t0
580
'  402
287
416
tt0
447
536
576
t05
36322
395
J34
349
531
245
291
292
308
310
I' 358
321
252
343
-3go
254
320
t00
262
0t
353
0r
123
3 l4n
r05
t52
312
t02
5lt
100
64t
0.
89
l4r
143
3892r
105
0.
0i.
0.
57.
t03
776
t03
n6
288
327
264
501
469
363
597
503
196
566  5032t  . 2982s  300  404
TJ}TTED M^ODOM  567
LowEsirrf,\ RATE  396
IITGIIESTTA\ RATE  617
DIDTEREIjCE zzl
50 l2c
3{9  252  0
5?6  sol  716
227  2{9  776
288
0
776
176
* Reduced rates or exemption ihat hat:e been granted  under the provisioru; of Article 8(a) of
92n2tEEC.
16 
Exchange rates as of 27 January  1997
17 
Density used for natural gas is 0,7 kg/m3.
It rE 
Excise duty on petrol reduced with ECU 4 per 1 000 litres when sold from gas stations  equipped
for recycling petrdl fumes. Excise duty reduced with ECU'13 per 1 000 litres for light diesel oil
fulfilling certain environmental  criteria.
ls 
Excise duty reduced with ECU 9 per 1 000 litres for reformulated  petrol. Reduc6d rate at ECU 284
per 1 000 litres applies for light diesel oil fulfilling certain environmental  criteria.
20 
Reduced rate at ECU 124 per tonne when used in ptrblic transport vehicles.
21 
Reduced rate at ECU 152 per tonne when used in public transport vehicles.
22 
Unleaded petrol with octane grade higher than 96,5 is taxed at ECU 393 per 1 000 litreS'
23 
Total level of indirect taxation,  including excise duty, cova-lvy,  environmental  tax.
24 A reduced tax rate at ECU 494 per 1 000 litres applies on unleaded petrol fulfilling certain
environmental  criteria.
25 
The excise duty on diesel oil is differentiated  in three classes. The tax rate in the table applies  to
urban area diesel (class 1), which has almost 100 % of the market. Diesel of to environmental
class 2 and 3 (standard diesel) are taxed at ECU 322 and 355 per 1 000 litres'
26 
Super unleaded petrol is taxed with ECU 548 per 1 000 litres.
153.15. Besides VAT and excise taxes, motor fuels are also subject to a number of
special taxes in different Member States. These include related taxes such as Carbon
taxes (Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands and Finland); Fuel storage taxes (Finland' the
Netherlands  and Germany)  and taxes to fund different industrial activities (France,
Belgium). Table 3.4 gives the total level of indirect taxation (excluding VAT) on
diesel, petrol, natural gas and LPG applied in Member States'
3.16. There is a large difference in the level of taxation on motor fuels. On leaded
petrol, unleaded p"ttol and diesel the tax difference is between 220 and 250 ECU per
1000 litres. On natural gas and LPG the gap is even wider, with a difference as large as
776 ECU per tonne.
3.17 .  The highest tax rates on leaded petrol can be found in France, Finland' the
Netherlands and ltaly. The lowest levels are . in Spain, Luxembourg and Greece'
However, all Member -staqes_ qp_P!y_ a total level of taxation on unleaded petrol well
above the Community  minimum radof :f Z ECU per 1000 litres'
J.lg. On unleaded petrol the situation is similar. The highest tax rates can be found
in France, trinland, Italy and the Netherlands.  Luxembourg, Spain, Greece and -Ireland
apply the lowest rates. However,  all Member States apply a total level of taxation on
uni.ua.a petrol well above the community minimum rate of 287 ECU per 1000 litres'
3.19. The situation is somewhat different for diesel. The United Kingdom  has the
highest level of taxation, with more than 100 ECU per 1000 litres higher than Italy and
rr-ance who apply the second highest tix rate. The lowest level can be found in Greece,
Luxembourg und Spain where ih. t*  levels are just above the Community minimum
rate of 245 ECU Per 1000 litres.
3.20. Concerning natural gas and LPG a large number of Member States exempt or
il; 
" 
r.Ju."A raf, of excise duty on these products when used as motor fuel' These
exemptions  have been granted unier the provisions of Article 8(a) of 92181IEEC'
3.21. Under cOmmunity law any product intended for use, offered for sale or used as
motor fuel; or as an additive or extender in motor fuels, shall be taxed as motor fuel'
Tha! is, biofuels used as a propellant shouid be taxed with the same rate as the
equivalent fuel it replaces. However, Member  States have the o-ption to apply partial
exemptions or reduced rates in the field of pilot projects for the 
-technological
devellpment of more environmentally friendly products' ttA number of Member  States
have used this option to give speciai treatment to biofuels used as a propellant' It can
U" ,roi.O that Member states have different opinions on the environmental benefit from
biofuels used as motor fuel. Some Member-'states  argue that they are good for the
environment, while others see no benefits of the use of biofuels in transport sector' So
far biofuels are only used in small scale projects and their market share of the total fuel
consumption are far below I %.
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163.22. The difference in excise duties on motor fuels is much larger than the difference
in VAT rates. Sin'ce taxes on motor fuel have a large impact on fuel prices a wide
spread in tax levels creates a corresponding  large divergence in consumer  prices
between Member states. The tax incidence in the retail price of leaded petrol, unleaded
petro[ and diesel are presented  in the charts below.
Chart 3.2  Tar inciilence in retail-price of leaded petrol, January 1997
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Chart 3.3  Tax incidence in retail price of unleaded petrol, January 1997
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173.23. Chart 3.2 illustrates current consumer prices of leaded petrol. The highest price
can be found in ltaly, Belgium and France. Consumer prices are at the lowest level in
Spain, Greece and Luxembourg.  It should be noted that the petrol market in Austria,
Fintand, the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and Sweden is in principle made up by
unleaded petrol. Chart 3.3 shows current consumer prices of unleaded petrol' The
highest consumer price can be found in Finland, Italy, the Netherlands and France. The
lowest levels in Luxembourg,  Greece, Spain and Ireland.
Chart 3.4  Tax incidence in retail price of diesel for commercial  operators,
January 1997
3.24 Diesel fuel is pre-eminently  used by the commercial sector and in most Member
States such users -are allowed to deduct VAT on motor fuet. Therefore chart 3'4
pi.r.n,, current retail price excluding VAT. Caution is required when comparing
pri"". on diesel. Large tonsumers normatly purchase their fuel direct from the
produ"", at a price thaican differ significantly from retail prices given il 
"h.* 
3'4' The
i.,igh.r, price for diesel can be found in ihe United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy and
Sweden.The  lowest level is in Greece, Luxembourg  and Spain.
3.25. Differences in consumer prices on petrol and diesel within the Community
depend on both differences in pre-tax prices and levels of taxation. Differences in net
pri.., could be explained by difFerent market structures and na'rional regulations,  e'g'
en,rironmental regulations. The pre+ax price on low sulphur diesel is normally higher
than on standard diesel.
3.26. In order to get the price for private consumers we need to add VAT to the
price. Chart 3.5 show prices for private consumers of diesel.
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18Chart 3.5 .  Tax incidence in retail price of diesel for private consumers'
JanuarT 1997
3.3.2 Road tolls
3.27. In addition to fuel taxes most Member S't"t"r levy some form of user charge on
road traftic. Some Member States lely tolls for the use.of motor ways, where the user
pays in relation to mileage driven (France, Italy, Portugal, Spaiq Greece and Austria).
In Sweden, the United Kingdom and Denmark fees are levied on certain bridges. Some
countries also operate a system of special user charges for heavy goods vehicles. As of
I January 1995 an integrated toll system known as "the Eurovilnette"  has been
operated jointly. by the Netherlands2s, n6lgiunL Germany, Luxembourg and Denmark
for heary goods vehicles with a maximum vehicle weight exceeding 12 tons. The user
charge is based on tl,re time during which the infrastructure  network is used. Belgium,
--Dgngrark'ary!_Lqqm_lo_urg  apply onty 4nnual rates ( qwg.. lerelq depending on the
number of the vehicle's axles) for vehicles registered in their territory, whereas
Germany and the Netherlands  also have monthly, weekly and daily vignettes. The
same system (two categories  of vehicles and four time periods) applies to all vehicles
not belonging to the Member States subscribing to the common system. The system is
operated in accordance with Directive 93/89/EEC. Sweden is due to join the integrated
Eurovignette  system in 1998. Austria operates a similar user charle system on a
national basis.
28 
The Netherlands joined the system in 1996 and Sweden is due to join in 1998.
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g3,4  Revenue from motor vehicle taxation
3.28. Taxes on motoring have a long standing tradition in Member States. The
importance bf vehicle taxation for each Member States economy  can be described by
relating revenue to GDP as in chart 3.6. In this context vehicle related tarc revenue is
taken as all indirect taxes other than VAT. The reason for that being that VAT is a
general consumption tax levied on acquisitions of all goods and services and not
exclusively on vehicles and motor fuels. It should also be noted that some information
is missing in the comparison of tax receipts in chart 3.6 and 3.7. For further details see
footnote 29 and 30.
3.2g. For 1995 vehicle taxation in Member States amounts to somewhere between
2,0 and 3,75 per cent of GDP. Portugal and Luxembourg being the countries with the
highest percentage and Belgium, Spain and Sweden with the lowest.
20Chart 3.6  Vehicle tax receipts as a percentage of GDP 19952s
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29 lnformation on revenue from road tolls in France, Belgium, Luxembourg,  Greece is
lnformation  on revenue from tax on motor insurance premium is also missing for UK,
Portugal, Netherlands,  Luxembourg,  lreland, ltaly,Greece'
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213.30. The composition of vehicle tax receipts  expressed as a percentage of GDP also
differs between Member States. The difference is especially large for registration  taxes.
While Denmark raises almost 1,5 per cent and Portugal almost I per cent of GDP
some Member States collect no registration taxes at all. It should be noted that a high
percentage of GDP is not the same as high tax rates. This can be exemplified by the
case of Luxembourg,  where taxes on motor fuels are among the lowest in the Union.
Still the revenue from fuel excise duties amount to almost 3,5 Vo of GDP, which,is
significantly  higher than in any other Member State. One explanation for this is that a
large share of diesel and petrol purchases in Luxembourg are made by consumers from
neighbouring countries with higher fuel taxes, and consequently higher fuel prices.
3.3 l.  The importance of vehicle taxation as a revenue raiser in different Member
States can be shown by relating the revenue from such taxes to public sector income
from total taxation (including social security contributions). Dependence on vehicle
related taxes ranges between 4 and l0 % of totaltaxation.  Greece and Portugal are the
Member States which are most dependent, with more than l0 % of their revenue
arising from vehicle taxation. Further information on revenue from vehicle related
taxation is given in annex D.
22Chart 3.7  Vehicle tar receipts as a percentage of total taration 199530
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233.32. The composition of vehicle tax receipts can also be presented in a somewhat
different way than is done in chart 3.6 and 3.7. In chart 3.8 receipts are merged into
three sub-groups: taxes on acquisitions  (registration taxes and taxes on plates, VAT is
not inctuded); taxes on ownership (circulation ttxes and taxes on insurance premiums)
and finally, taxes on motoring (motor fueltaxes  and road tolls).
3.33. As can be seen in chart 3.8 revenue from taxes on motoring makes up
significantly  more than 50 o/o of total revenue from vehicle taxation. However, the
composition  differs widely. On the one hand, in Denmark revenue from motoring
makes up only 33% of the total revenue  and in the Netherlands  around 50 %. On the
other hand, in Luxembourg  and Italy almost rcO o of the revenue from vehicle
taxation accnres from taxes on'motoring.
Chart 3.8  Vehicle tax receipts as a percentage of total taxation 1995
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3.5  Car scrapping schemes
3.34. Special schemes to promote the scrapping of old cars have been or are applied
in some Member States (Italy, Ireland, Greece, France, Spain and Denmark). In most
cases the schemes were temporary, and involved a tax reduction or refund of tax on
the purchase of a new car when an old one was scrapped, with the aim being
,nrriron*"ntal improvements as well as boosting the car industry. In the Netherlands, a
charge is imposed on new car purchases, which covers the cost of scrapping vehicles.
In Sweden, a charge is imposed on new car purchases, and a corresponding rebate
made when the car is scrapped, with the intention of promoting scrapped cars to be
handed over to authorised auto *reckers.
\o o\
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4.1. The replies to the questionnaire show that a variety of objectives are being
pursued by Member States, beyond the obvious goal of rqising revenuei
environmental,  geographic, industrial, socibl, energy,' income'distribution, and
transport policy have a bearing on different types of approaches  in Member States'
Most Member States take into iccount a number of policy considerations  when setting
ta;( rates. This section highlights a few examples from the questionnaires. A more
detailed description of each Member State's system is given in separate country notes
in annex A.
Table 4.1  Policy objectives pursued in Member States
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Belgium
Cerruany'
Denmark
Spain
Greece.,
France
Italy
Ireland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Austria
Portugal
Finland.
Sweden
United Kingdom
1.2. .  Erwironmental.objectives are pursued in all Member States. In the area of fuel
taxes this is mostly done 6y tax differJntials. All Member States apply a higher tzrx rate
on leaded than on unleaded petrol as required by Community legislation. Finland and
31 
In lreland proposals  are currently  at an advanced stage to allocate  all motor tax collected to local
loverlrlerrt (at present allocated to central government).  The new legislation will also empower
individual local authorities to impose a local levy on top of the rate of motor tax set by central
government.
25Sweden apply differentiated  tax rates on diesel and petrol (oth.er than leaded)
depending-or set environmental  criteria. The United Kingdom, Ireland and Greece
apply diflerentiated  tax rates on unleaded petrol depending  on the octane content. The
United Kingdom has plans to introduce a reduced rate on ultra low sulphur diesel.
Some Member States regard excise duties on motor firel as a tool to reduce the
amount of diesel and petrol used, thereby reducing harmful emissions,  such as carbon
dioxide. In four Member States the total excise duty on motor fuel contains a carbon
dioxide tax element. A number of Member States apply reduced rates to bio fuels when
used within a pilot project to develop new, less harmful motor fuels. Some Member
States have additional environmental objectives behind their registration  taxes, for
example Spain, Greece, Austria and Sweden. In Denmark it has been argued, even
though the objective  is primarily to raise revenue, that the level of taxation has lead to
a situation *h.re the total nur-b.r of cars is below the level it would have been if no
tax had applied, thus having an indirect effect on pollution in general and to a certain
degree leading to reduced infrastructure  costs.
1.3.  Transport objectives are also taken into account by Member States when
designing viricle taxation. All $ember States apply circulation taxes but with
somewhat difFerent approaches. Some Member States apply user charges like the
Eurovignette  system.'Apart from the pure revenue aspect, circulation.tT".t Td
chargei, and in som" 
"ur" 
registraiion t"iet ute often seen as part of the principle that
ur.rJ should pay their part oi infrastructure  and other costs in connection with the use
of public rouar. Furthermore,  most Member States charge a lower rate of excise duty
on diesel than on petrol. The argument being that diesel is the fuel used by the road
haulage sector. However, the United Kingdom levies the same tax rate on diesel and
untealed petrol with the argument that there is no reason to differentiate  in favour of
diesel on envirohmental  grounds. Many Member States apply reduced tax rates on
methane and LPG used in road vehicles.
4.4.  In portugal the policy considerati  on of redistributing irrcome is important when
deciding the levil of registration tax and annual circulation tax. The amount of tax is-
progr.rii,re in relation to cylinder capacity, thus targeting.people  with higher income'
rin.i lu.g" cars primarily are bought by those with greater income.
4.5.  In Italy, Spain, Portugal and Belgium the circulation  tax is used as a means'tb
ftttul local comminities. All or some part of the revenue is handed over to the region
where the vehicle is registered. Furthermore in France the registration tax is a local tax
where the revenu" "r.*., 
to the provinces and in Italy part of the registration  tax is
levied at local level.
1.6.  Geographic or regional obiectives are pursued through reduced rates of
circulation tax for vehicles registeied in remote parts of Sweden. Differentiated
circulation taxes according to region of registration  are also applied in France, Italy,
Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands.
4.7.  Most, if not all, also pursue social objectives in vehicle taxation through
exemptions  or reductions for certain groups of individuals, such as invalids, veterans of
war. etc.
264.8. In Finland, Germany and the Netherlands a separate  fee is levied on motor fuels
to finance a stockpile of diesel and petrol. [n France and Belgium a separate tax ls
levied on motor fuels to support various industrial activities.
4.g. ' 
The questionnaire  shows particularly that for most taxes more than one policy
objective is involved when tax rates are decided. One Membbr State particularly stated
thit they found it important to be able to balance different devices for recouping or
imposing  cost on road users, including road charges, fuel duties, user charges and tolls.
This is probably true for most Member States. The interdependence  between different
typ.r ol taxes is also shown by the fact that many Mernber States have chosen to lel'y
an extra high circulation tax on diesel-driven  passenger cars to compensate  for the low
fuel excise duty on diesel compared to petrol- Furthermore, at least one. country which
has introduced the Eurovignette syltem has reduced the amount of circulation tax
payable by those who are covered by the vignette systern.
4.10. The overall conclusion is that Member States appiy a variety of policy
objectives in different ways that lead to both different levels of taxation and different
structures, but also to a certain degree of interrelating between their various fiscal
instruments.
275.  T.c,xrs AS PoLIcY INSTRUMENTS
5.1. The main purpose of taxes is to raise the money needed to finance government
expenditures. But taxes will also have other effects. All taxes have an inlluence of the
behaviour of consumers and producers through the effect on the relative price of the
taxed product versus untaxed products. This is independent of whether that is their
putpoi", or whether they are simply a means for raising revenues. Recently, fiscal
intt*r.nts have also been recognised  by a number of'Member  States as a useful tool
to pursue other policy objectives such as transfort, energy and environmental
objectives.
5.2. However, there is a potential conflict between the revenue objective and other
policy objectives. From .a Strict revenue point of view it is preferable to levy taxes in a
way that-has as little impact on consumer  behaviour as possible, thus leaving the tax
base unaffected and distorting the economy as little as possible. For other purposes it is
normally the other way round, for example environmental and transport objectives are
based on the idea that the tax will indeed have an impact on consumers. The more
effective the tax is in fulfilling the objective the lowerthe revenue derived from the tax
will be.
5.3. The size of these behavioural effects depends on the reaction of people to.price
changes, which can be measured by price elasticities of the taxed products."' To
various degrees Member  States, as indicated  in the pfevious chapter, use their taxes to
pursue a number of policy objectives in addition to the revenue raising aspect. It is not
Lnusual that Memb". St"i.r when designing taxes or setting tax rates take account of
more than one policy objective.
5.4. The need for public intervention in the field of for example enviro4ment,
transport and energy arises because of the existence of "externalities" - costs, not
coveied by prices on goods and services, that the individual or firm imposes on other
members ofsociety. Without gbvernment intervention,  firms and individuals  may have
no reason to take ihese external costs into account. Under.certain  circumstances  well-
designed taxes can provide an effective instrument to correct for such externalities and
thereby improve thi functioning of the economy..as  a whole. However, it is important-
to bear in mind that if such a t"i ir higher than necessary to correct the external cost it
will create distortions in the same way as other taxes'
5.5. When introducing taxes with the purpose of correcting for externalities or
changing the behaviour of producers and consumers  the design is important- The tax
"un 
b" levied in a number of differerit ways. The basic principle of an internalisation
strategy is that the tax should be levied as close to the activity to be targeted as
posriUte. A policy instrument will be systematically  better if it has a broader impact, i.e'
32 price elasticity of a good indicates the percentage  change in consumption following a change in
price. For example J price elasticity of -1 ,0 indicates  that a 10% price increase would lead to a
decrease in the consumption about 10%. Products with a price elasticity below  -1 ,0 are said to be
indlastic. i.e. the etfect of the consumption is less than the change in price.
28provide,consumers  with as many options as possible to reduce emissions. This could
be exemplified by the problem of carbon dioxide emissions'
5.6 To reduce carbon dioxide emissions a tirx on emissions would in theory be the
best solution. However, in real life one has to take account of other aspects such as
administrative  procedures. A tax on emissions'would d6mand controlling emissions
from millions of sources and also collecting tax revinue from millions of tax payers.
However, there is a direct correlation betwgen carbon dioxide emissions and fuel
consumption. A reduction in the total consumption of motor fuel by lO o leads to a
reduction in CO2 emissions by l0 oZ. Consequently,  a fuel ta:c would have the same
impact as a tix levied directly on emissions. Furthermore,  a tax on fuel reduces the
number of tax payers and eliminates the problem of measuring  emissions  from every
vehicle. A number of Member States have indicated that they regard excise duties on
motor fuel as the best available fiscal tool to reduce the amount of diesel and petrol
used thereby reducing harmlrl emissions such as carbon dioxide.
5.7 The impact of such a tax would- be increased fuet prices. However, the
consumers have a large number of options to minimise the effect of the ta:g i.e. find the
least intrusive, hencel economically optimal, way to reduce the emissions. They could
change their way of driving, reduce their average tiip length and annual distance
drive-n, or in the long run use ror. fuel efticient cars. It could even, to some extent,
discourage people from purchasing  a car.
5.8. An additional approach favoured by certain Membgr States to .y:" the tax
instrument tp discourage emissions of carbon dioxide is to levy differentiated"
registration or circulation  taxes according to the size of the car. For example, by
"pltying 
a lower til( on small cars and a higher tax on large cars, thus creating an
incenti"e for the consumer to buy a smaller car, which normally would be more fuel
effrcient. Compared  with the fuel to< this approach only gives'the consumer one
option. to avoid the tax he can choose to reducb the size of his car. However, he
cannot reduce his tax burden by changing his way of driving or by reducing the mileage
driven.
5.9. For other related emissions where no direct linkage between fuel consumption
and the harmful emission  exists fuel taxes may not be a suitab-le instrument. Instead the
level of emission depends on the technology used. In these situations some Member
States have chosen to differentiate  the tax according to technolory used. For example
via differentiated registration or circulation taxes.
5.1  Taxes on motor fuels
5.10. Taxes on motor fuels have, as have been described above, a wide range of
impacts. The size of the impact will, of.course,  depend on how sensitive consumers  are
to price changes. Traditionally motor fuels like petrol and diesel have been considered
to te price inelastic products,  meaning that fuel taxes would have only a small impact
on ttre consumption  levels. The recent Green Paper on Transport quotes estimations
on price elasticities that, at least in the short term support this. Short run elasticities
have been estimated around -0,3, which would imply that a lO o/; increase in petrol
29prices - everything  else unchanged - would decrease petrol consumption by 3 o/o.
However; in the long run elasticities have been estimated around -0,7. It is worth
stressing that even estimations of long run elasticities for fuel are low compared to
elasticities on most other products.
5.11. Furthermore, it is also important to bear in mind that fuel consumption  does
not only depend on fuel prices but also on factors such as population, GDP, etc.
Indeed, the underlying trend is that fuel consumption  has been increasing,  despite
progressive increases in fuet taxes. However, the key issue is the extent to which the
in.rias.r in consumption might have been even greater if taxes had not been increased.
5.12. When discussing the effect of taxes on motor fuel it is important to pay
attention to the overall structure since it is the overall tax rate that determines the
effect on consumer behaviour. The relative tax burden on different fuels is also
important.  The total tax b[rrden on fuels will affect the total consumption of motor fuel
while the relative tax burden betrveen fuels will have an impact on what fuel is
consumed.  A lower relative tax on diesel than on petrol will promote the use of diesel
driven cars. Diesel fuelled cars are, in general, increasing their market share of sales of
all ni:w passenger cars within the Community. To some extent this could be explained
by the favourable treatment of diesel fuel over petrol.
5.13. In addition to the goal of reducing consumption, Member States also use taxes
to promote the use of fuels that have a low content of harmfirl substances, such as
lead, benzene and sulphur. As mentioned  before the direct correlation  between carbon
dioxide emissions and fuel consumption makes fuel taxation an attractive tool in
pursuing reductions  in emissions of CO2. However, such a direct correlation does not
irold trui for vehicle emissions like nitrogen oxide, where different vehicle technologies
are more important.
5.14. One example where a differential  in fuel to(es has been used to promote less
harmful fuel is that of leaded and unleaded petrol. Unleaded petrol has gained an
increasing market share over the last few years. In 1995 the average market share of
unleaded petrol across the EU reached about 68 %. However, this figure does not
reflect the wide difference in the use of unleaded petrol. In countries like Austria,
Sweden and Finland 100 o/o of the petrol used is unleaded. Whereas, in Spairq Greece
and portugal the market share of unleaded petrol at present.rqpresents ottly 30-40oh.
The succeis of unleaded  petrol is, however, not entirely due to the tax differential but
must also be viewed in light of the fact that new cars must be equipped with catalytic
converters and consequently cannot run on leaded petrol'
5.15. Another example is differentiation  of excise duty on diesel and unleaded petrol
according to environmental  criteria. This has proved to be a successful instrument  in
Sweden and Finland where fuels of the environmentally  better grades have taken a
large share of the market.
5.16. So far Member States have used fiscal incentives  such as redu0ed tax rates to
promote less harmful fuels. From a fiscal point of view there is a potential problem
with this route. If the incentive if successful it will lead to reduced tax revenues,
especially if it has a stronger effect than planned. When the new fuels have become the
standard product on the market, like the case of unleaded petrol in some Member
30States, it could prove difficult to increase the rate of duty in order to compensate  for
lost revenue. At,least one Member State has tried .an alternative route. Instead of
applying a reduced tax rate on better grade unleaded petrol to promote its use, Sweden
increased the tax rate on lower grade unleaded fuel with the aim of bringing about a
behavioural  change whilst minimising  revenue loss.
5.2  Registration or sales taxes on motbr vehicles
5.L7. Registration taxes or fees are used by almost all Member States. In many
Member Stutes these taxes are used as revenue raisers, but also to fulfrl other
objectives. Depending  on the design of the tax the efFect will differ. The most common
Aesign is to have a positive tix rate on all cars, with for example a reduced tax on less
polluting cars. While such taxes may discourage.  purchase of new vehicles (safer and
tleaner;, since cars are mide relatively more expensive than other products, and hence
reduce the total number of,vehicles on the road, they may also result in consumers
keeping oldei, less technologically clean, vehicles for a longer timg thus increasing the
potintial for emissions. At least one Member State has therefore experimented with a
iegistration type of ta,x designed in such a way as not to discoura$e  purchase of new
vehicles, by lelying the tax on cars not fulfilling a set of pre-deciCld criteria, thus
promoting less polluting cars by penalising more polluting cars. It can be noted that
Member States with a large car production tend to have relative low registration  taxe3
or no tar(es nt all. Furthermore, the size of the car fleet and sales of new cars tend to be
higher in Member States with low registration taxes. Annex E provides statistics on car
production,  car sales.,and the size of car fleets.
5.3  Circulation taxes
5. 18. Circulation  taxes are levied in all Member States. In many Member States these
tixes are used as revenue raisers, but also to fulfil other objectives. Member  States
charge these ta:<es according to various criteri4 such as engine capacity, horsepower,
fuel iype, region of registration etc. In some cases, the age of the vehicle is taken into
account. Circulation taxes are often influenced by the need to recoup infrastructure
costs. On the one hand, infrastructure  costs depend on the type of vehicle, weight of
vehicle, number of axles and types of suspension.  On the other hand the wear and tear
of the infrastructure  by vehicles will, of Course'also depend on the mileage driven. In
this case one drawback with circulation taxes is that they are imposed independently of
the mileage driven. Once the tax is paid there is no incentive to choose other means of
transport.
5.19. Circulation taxes are also to some extent used as a tool for combating  harmful
. emissions, notably by differentiating taxes to take account of the level of harmful
emissions where no strict relationship between fuel consumption and emissions exist
but where the technology is more important. In Germany, for example, the circulation
tax on passenger cars is differentiated according to harmful emissions and the
circulation tax on healy vehicles is differentiated according to levels of emissions and
noise. Circulation taxes are in some Member States used to compensate for problems
caused by other vehicle related taxes, the obvious example being the tax treatment of
diesel and petrol. There are no valid arguments to tax diesel consumed  by passenger
cars differently to petrol. However, since diesel is used in the freight transport sector
most Member States find it difficult to levy the same level of'excise duty on diesel as
31on petrol, thus indirectly giving a tax incentive for diesel cars over petrol cars. To
compensate for this a number of Member States are currently using circulation  taxes to
level out the overall tax treatment  of diesel and petrol driven cars.
5.4  Road tolls
5.20. Road tolls have traditionally been levied on motor ways in some Member
States as a means to finance the building and operation  costs of such roads. More
recently the idea of using road tolls locally in large cities in order to combat congestion
and haimful emissions has emerged. By using differentiated tariffs it could be possible
to spread out the use of the roads over time and thereby reduce congestion.  Some
Member  States are also investigating how increased use of road pricing could provide
an increased incentive to shift over to other forms of transport such as public transport.
S.Zl. An instrument which should be regarded as a hybrid of road tolls and annual
circulation taxds is the recently introduced  Eurovignette  system.-The main feature of
the Eurovignette  system is that heavy goods vehicles have to p1y a charge for the use
of the motor way system in the Member States which are operating the system. By
paying the f:c in one Member St:te admission is granted to the motor way system in
utt"ot[.r participating  Member States. The fee is dependent on weight and number of
axles of the vehicle und th. time used, but not the mileage driven. However, in the case
where only annual rates apply, the "Eurovignette" will have mote or less the same
effect u, .n .*ual circulation tax. The main difference is that circulation  taxes are paid
in the country where the vehicle is registered while the Eurovignette is paid in the
country where the costs are caused - the principle of territoriality is used.
5.5  Scrappage  schemes
5.22. Another available instrument, related to taxes, used by certain Member States
is the scrappage subsidy. The effect of such a scheme depends on the fleet composition
in the 
"ouniry 
where it is implemented. The overall impact on the environment  also
depend on un adequate 
"up.rity 
to dispose of these old vehicles in an environmentally
opiimal way. Oveiall it his tended to be seen as a short term instrument  by those
Member States who have used this instrument,.. as in the long-run the old vehicles
would be replaced anyway thus the subsidy is paid for cars that would have been
scrapped sometime in the future. However, such schemes have, according to the
Member States concerned, had a positive impact on vehicle related emissions through
speeding up the introduction of less polluting  cars.
326.  CornruxrrY PoLIcY AREAS
6.1  Fiscal'policy
6.1. Community law provides for a Common VAT regime and -a system-for the
imposition of Excise Duties. Fiscal measures at Community level have so far been
adopted primarily to secure the functioning of the internal market and to safeguard
Member States revenue from excise duties.
6.2. The key objectives are to provide stable tax systems with security of receipts
and minimal exposure to fraud, whilst reducing compliance  costs tp a minimum
particularly in respect of intra-community  transactions' The High Level Group on
Taxation in the European Union has confirmed the Commission's view^that, in the
context of subsidiarity and proportionality, there can be no justification for
harmonisation of tax ,yrt.m eoi ttre sake of harmonisation.  Rather there is a need for
a pragmatic approach, founded on improved  co-operation between Member states'
*t,i"h- would 
- 
help to safeguard revenues whilst simultaneously minimising tax
competition.
6.3. In its report33 to the European Council of DUblin 1996' the Commission
concluded that there is need for further work on the interaction between taxation and
shared. Community goals, iuch as enterprise' employment and the environment'  To
lacilitate this develofment  a taxation policy group chaired by the Commission  was set
up. In the longer run the policy group might prepare the way for a general agreement
to ensure that taxation poti.i.t "t. 
b.tt.t geared towards .achieving important union
objectives while at th; same time protecting fiscal bases against harmful tax
competition.
6.2  Competition PolicY
6.4. For the motor industry, the different fiscal regimes can mean th-at
manufacturers  have to produce different specifications  of the same model in order to
.maximise  tax efficien.y. ttt. criteria used to calculate liability to tax, and to establish
'iax definitions, categories  or thresholds vary considerably. For exlqrqle, a Memler
Siate may Choose io appty considerably diffeient tax levels tci vehicles above and
below u iiu.n threshold, such as a certain engine capacity. Alternatively, the method
of tax Jalculation may include factors such as the number of gears, the fuel
consumption levels, 
"nd 
to on. As a further example, the level of taxation.may  depend
on the definitions of different vehicle categories,  and. these in turn may employ
allegedly arbitrary criteria such as vehicle weight, size, etc'
6.5.  As these factors can vary from one Member State to another, a manufacturer
may find that he is obliged to develop different versions of the same vehicle model' in
orier to maximise .tax effrciency. In other words, purely for tax reasons, a
manufacturer must develop different specifications for different national markets.  This
33 
COM(96)  546 final, Taxation in the European  Union - Report on the Development  of Tax Systems
33type of fragmentation within the vehicle manufacturing  industry is contrary to the spirit
of the internal market, and the need to minimise, if not fully prevent it, must be
recognised by Member States when they are developing their tax systems. [t must also
be recognised in the context of Community  and/or national measures which seek to
advance other policy objectives (for example  environment,  transport, regional, etc.)
through the use of tax instruments
6.6. [t is also perhaps inevitable  that there are allegations that Member States' tax
systems may happen to benefit national producers, to the detriment of producers in
other Member States. This is not so much a problem of ensuring equality of treatment
between Member States, but of ensuring that, within each Member State, vehicles of a
similar type and characteristics  do not attract different tax treatment as a result of the
structure of the tax system. From a manufacturers' viewpoint, this is an essential
element of the internal market, in that he should be able to trade on equal terms with
his competitors in any Member State. For the consumer,  it means that any differences
in retaii prices should not be explained by different tax incidences for vehicles of
similar characteristics.  It can be noted that there is ample jurisprudence of the Court of
Justice to show that imposing higher taxation on products from other Member States
compared with similar products produced domestically, infringes Article 95 of the
Treaty.
6.7.  As described above, the current flexibility for Member States to modulate their
tax systems can lead to potential .distortions in national markets. However, that
flexibility can also have an international distortive effect, in that it has been observed
that tax-exclusive prices for similar or identical models vary considerably  between
Member States. Aiange of factors appear to contribute to this phenomenon,  including
the fact that manufarirr.., do indeed produce different specifications of the same
model, for different national markets. However, on a general level, the overall tax
burden on cars has been found to have a strong influence on tax-exclusive prices, with
the lowest pre-tax prices often applying in those Member States which apply high
taxation policies.
6.8. This problem is further compounded  by the fact that the potentially corrective
effect of maiket forces does- not seem to have had the .expected 9r desired impact.
purchasers should be able to-seek out the best pre-tax prices in neighbouring Member
States, thus saving on the cost of a car even if taxes have to be paid in their own
country in the noriral way. Obviously, there may be additional costs to be. considere.d,
such as travel, currency conversion, and so on, but it would also appear that potential
purchasers  can find that their efforts to buy a car in another, cheaper Member State are
frustrated or obstructed by a lack of co-operation from suppliers. This would suggest
that at least some elemints of the motor trade are impeding the process of tax
approximation  which might be expected to come about over time, as a result of the
.iT.rt of differing tax sysiems on pricing policies. Furthermore' price comparisons on
an equal level are trardly possibla for consumers wishing to acquire a new vehicle in
one of these Member States. A number of consumers who tried to buy a car, in
parricular in Denmark or Finland, have complained to the Commission about the
impossibility of identifying  the pre-tax price applicable for cars intended for re-export.
34,I
6.g. The latest bi-annual survey "Car prices within.the European (Jnion"s shows
. that for 43 of the total of 75 models examined, pre-tax prices within the Community
differ by more than 20 %. This is in spite of the fact that the three highest taxing
Member States (Denmark, Finland and Greece) were nirt included in the survey, due to
lack of information. The lack of transparency in this area makes it difficult for the
Commission to ensure that price differentials are within the range permitted by
Regulation 123/853s.
6.3  Other internal market policy aspects
6.10. Apart from the problems of distortion of competition in the vehicle market,
there are other areas of concern.  from an internal market viewpoint.
6.11. The first of these.is the treatment of private individuals who move, with their
vehicles,.?rom  one Member State to another. Individuals moving between Member
States : eithei-femporarily  or permanently .' oft-en encouhter problems of ,double
taxation (either having to pay tdx a second time, or difficulties in satisfying the
authorities that a second payment is not due) as a result of the differing tax regimes
applying to motor vehicles. 
i
6.12. At Community level two directives have existed since 1983, providing relief
from indirect taxbs in certain cases of temporary or permanent  importation by private
individuats*. The tirst of these directives covers use of a vehicle in a Member State
other than that in which the vehicle user is normally resident. Broadly speaking, relief
is permitted for a period of up to six months in any twelve months. The main area
covered in the second directive concerns relief following transfer of residence.
However,  this directive only related to import taxes, and does not cover Registration
taxes. Consequently it is of no meaningful effect in the post-1992 situation.
6.13. Other problems in these aieas include difficulties in establishing or proving
where a person has his normal residence, the question of who should be allowed to
drive a vehicle ivhich has been admitted without payment of tax, what rules to follow
in the case of hire cars where the hire .contract ends in another Member  State,
treatment of frontier .workers, Students, etc.
Car prices within the European Union on 1 May 1997, Directorate.General  lV, Commission of the
European Communities
Commission Regulation (EEC) NO 123/85 concerning the application of Articles 85 (3) of the
Treaty to categories of new motor vehicles distribution  and services agreements, OJ L 15 of
18.1.85, since 1.7.95 replaced byRegulation (EC) No 1475195,  OJ L145 of 29.6.95.
Council  Directive 83/182/EEC of 28 March 1983 on tax exemptions within the Community for
certain means of transport temporarily imported  into one Member State from another (OJ No L
105, 23.04.83, p. 59)
Council Directive 83/183/EEC of 28 March 1983 on tax exemptions applicable to permanent
imports from a Member State of the personal property  of individuals (OJ No L 105, 23.04.83,  p.
64)
356.14. These problems take on even greater significance in the context of the single
market. Firstiy, the notion of a single market implies freedom to move between
Member States, thus rendering obstacles to such freedom even more unacceptable than
before. Secondly, the lead-up to the single market gave rise to high expectations -
however unrealistic - of cheaper cars and freedom to buy in the Member  State of one's
choice, and to pay taxes in that State. There was also speculation that vehicle taxes
would be harmonised. From the consumer's viewpoint, problems associated with
movement - either temporary or perrnanent - between Member States were largely
expected to disappe"r. ihr realiiy was very different. As indicated above, the Internal
Market did not bring about much improvement in the movement of private vehicles
between Member States generally, and did nothing to relieve the existing diffrculties
arising from temporary movement  between Member States. The need to present a
propo-sal addressing  these problems has been highlighted by a steady increase in the
number of complaints. by citizens to the European Commission,  corresponding
increases in the volume olpetitions to the European Parliament  and, most recently, by
calls from the High Level 
-Panel 
on the Free Movement  of Persons,  chaired by Mrs'
Simone Veil, for solutions to eliminate  cases of double taxation of vehicles.
6.15. A particular problem also exists in relation to the car rental sector. This sector
has found that the reality of the post-1992 arrangements falls a long way short of a
true internal market. Indeed, the current situation effectively prevents free movement
of rental cars within the Union. At present, a vehicle registered  in one Member State
cannot be hired for use in another Member State by a resident of that latter Member
State. This applies even where the hirer wishes ultimately to use the vehicle in a
Member State other than that in which he resides'
6.16. As several Member States apply high taxation policies to motor vehicles,
including rental vehicles, they do not wish to see a situation whereby rental cars
registerJd,  and taxed, in other Member States, are made available for rental on their
,"li,ory and to their citizens. Complete freedom in this context would probably mean
that rental companies would only operate from, and register 911 in, 
-those 
Member
States with low taxation policies. However, the measures  applied by Member  States
i"-pi.rd, such a ,..n"rio could be considered excessive, if not draconian' in the
context of an internal market. There certainly would appear to be an imbalance
between the l€nglhs'to which Member States go in pursuit bf protection of their tax
base, and the rights and expectation! of car rental companies' In effFect, despite
introduction of the internal market in 1993, European  rental companies have little
option but to operate separate fleets in individual Member State markets, and are
prevented from exploiting the economy of scale and other benefits which might
otherwise be expected under the internal market'
6.4  Environmental  P.olicY
6.17. One of the tasks of the community is to promote sustainable  economic
growth.37 The Treaty also stipulates that the polluter should P&Y, and that
ln,rironmental protection requirements  should be integrated into the definition and
37 
EC Treaty, Article 2implementation of other Community policies.s To ensure that high environmental
standards are compatible  with other goals, such as a high level of employment,  which
requires inter alia high economic perfirrmance and a competitive European Industry, it
is essential to find cost-effective sotutions to enVironmental  problems." Taxation, by
affecting the price of goods, is one economic instrument  which can be deployed to
internalise the external costs of their use.
6. 18. Until now the control of transport-related air pollution at EU level has largely
followed a regulatory  approach aimed at bringing down emissions through product
standards and rules to reach air quality standards.  The issue of CO2 emissions  is
discussed  in the Communication on CO2 emissions from passenger  cars, * where fiscal
measures to promote the fuet efficiency of passenger cars were identified as being
among the potential tools (CO2 emissions depend on the quantity of fuel, consumed).
Other measures  identified as being parts of a future strategy to limit CO2 emissions
were fuel-dconomy  labelling, an agreement between the Community and the auto
industry involving clear objectives and provisions for monitoring emissions and an
ambitious R&D effort to improve vehicle performance  in line with the Action Plan of
the Task Forie on the Car of Tomorrow. Based on the results from the Auto Oil
programme  the Commission  has recently put forward proposals relating to the quality
of petrol and diesel aird measures to be taken against air pollution by emissions from
motor vehicles,-including  provisions for the limited use of fiscal incentives for vehicle
reaching certain environmental stahdards sooner than required by Community
. legislation (amendment of Directive 94llZtEEC).ot
6.5  Transport pdlicy
6.19. Internalising external costs is a key objective of transport policy. A reduction  in
traffrc congestion on the roads is also an important element of current transport policy.
The recently published Commission Green Paper on "Fair and fficient Pricing in
EC Treaty. Article 130r.  '  )
Fifth Environmental Action Programme.  COM (92) 23.
Communication  from the Commission  to the Council and the European Parliament A Community
Strategy to reduce CO2 emissions from passenger  cars and improve fuel economy, COM (95)
089 final.
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament on a future strategy for the
control of atmospheric emissions from road transport taking into account the results from the
Auto/Oil  Programme,  COM (96) 248 final.
- Proposal  for a European Partiament  and Council Directive relating to the quality of petrol and
diesef fuefs and amending Council Directive 93l12|EEC
- Proposal for a European  Parliament and Council Directive relating to measures to be taken
against air pollution by emissions from motor vehicles and amending Council Directives
70/1 56/EEC and 7 0t220lEEC.
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37Transport"o2 aims at making transport pricing systems fairer and more effrcient in
order to influence transport users to minimise the overall costs and negative external
effects of transport. The green paper on the "Citizens Network"o3  aims at achieving
networks that fit together so that passengers  can easily change from one transport
mode to another. It I  deemed essential that individual  and public transport operations
are integrated more effectively. Furthermore, the European Council has endorsed the
Commission proposal to create a Transeuropean  transport network. The Commission
has recently put io.*ard a prop.osal for amending,Directive 93l89tEEC on the usage of
taxes and user charges on healy goods vehicles.*
6.20. tn the Green Paper on Transport the large difference in the level of circulation
taxes between Member  States was highlighted as a potential distortion of competition
between. hauliers of different nationalities as hauliers operating the same vehicles and
carrying identical consignments are charged differently on the basis of their nationality.
6.6  lndustrial  PolicY
6.21. From an industrial policy viewpoint, the main preoccupation  is
competitiveness.  This applies both within the European Community,  and between
European industries and- ihose in third countries. In the automobile sector, therb is a
concern that increasing fuel costs and/or purchase'price of cars might lead to a
downturn in new .u, ,ul"r in the Community, which would have an negative impact on
that sector. The differential between petrol and diesel also needs careful consideration'
as Europe has established a world leadership  in diesel-engined vehicles'
6.7  EnergY PolicY
6.22. The current priorities for energy policy at the Community  level are set out in
the Commission document "An Overait-Vi.*  of Energy Policy and Actions"as. Energy
policy is aimed at managing'external dependency to secure energy supply; integrating
in. .n.rgy markets to u"hiiur greater industrial competitiveness;  ensuring sustainable
development by maintaining the compatibility  of energy and environmental objectives;
developing energy technJogy resiarch. The importance of energy taxation in
achievingihe  Single Market is highlighted as is the use of fiscal incentives to promote
renewable energies, and the internalisation  of environmental costs'
Towards Fair and Efficient  Pricing in Transport:  Policy Options  for Internalising  the external Costs
of Transport in the European Union, COM (95) 691 final
The Citizens Network, Fulfilling the Potential of Public Passenger Transport in Europe, EC,
November 1995
Commission proposal  for a Council Directive COM (96) 331
COM(97)  167 , 23 APril 1997
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386.8  Employment  PolicY
6.23. As recommended by the Essen European Council, taxation is one instrument in
the fight against unemployment together with active employment  measufes,-  such as
investment in training and greater flexibility of labour markets. Options for financing
reductions in taxes on labour include public expenditure reductions and/or increased
tucation on consumption  or on other factors of production  other than labour for
example excise duties on energy. The Commission's White paper on Growth,
Comietitiveness  and Employment46  emphasised that the choice of financing such
measures could differ betwein Member  States, given the diversity of tax and social
security systems and different policy priorities. One of the options identified was
increased indirect taxation on energy.
46 coM (93) 7oo final
397.  Crrnnnxr AREAS oF AcrIoN lr CorulruNITY  LEvEL
7.1  Value-added Tax
7 .1.  VAT is subject to a Community-wide regime, which imposes a considerable
degree of common rules. Motor vehicles and motor fuels are generally subjected to the
standard, rate of VAT in each Member State, which must be not less than l5o/o.
Common rules govern the method of calculation of the taxable amo.unt. One area
where different practices can exist for cars is in. relation to the right of a VAT-
registered  trader to deduct VAT on his inputs. Some Member States restrict this
facility, and some exclude cars completely.
7.2. The Community Value Added Tax regime is constructed as a general
consumption  tax pur.iy for revenue, raising purposes and is therefore not an
uppropri.t. in'strument to pursue non-frscai goals such as environment  protection or
tiansport policy. Nonetheless, certain current or future initiatives in the VAT area
coulj be of benefit in relation to the overall question of vehicle taxation. Firstly, the
Council has erJopted a DirectiveaT 
^.imed 
at greater approximation of the standard VAT
rate. Secondly, it has mapped out its planned timetable concerning the changeover
from the current, VAT regime to a systlm based on taxation in the country of origin'
Both of these measur., 
"r" 
intended to improve the overall functioning oflthe internal
market. The trade in motor vehicles, like other goods and services, should see
improvements  as a result. In addition, these measures should have positive
consequences  in the areas of competition and frscal policy'
7.2  Excise dutY sYstem for fuels
7 .3.  Community rules exist which lay down a common system br the charging of
excise duty on fuis, together with minimum fates for such duty. The internal market
is the prime reason for ihe existence of such rules, in order to ensure compatibility of
treatment in each Member State and to provide some degree of rate approximation' In
addition, it is noted that other poJicy areas, notably transport,  environment and energy
considerations  can have an impact on this system'
l.q.  The directives on eicise duty on mineral oils lay down minimum rates of excise
duty which must be respected by Member States' They are free to apply rates above
these minima, but may only apply one rate per product type (e.g. unle.aded petrol,
leaded petrol, diesel, LpC,'.r..i However, ihere is provision under article 8 (a) of
Directive gZtSllEEC whereby Member States can seek the approval of the
Commission and the Council to depart from the general rules in certain circumstances'
This has been used in relation to motor fuels to apply rates below the minima in some
cases (e.g. public transport) and to apply differential treatment of fuels according to
environmlnial  criteria (e.g. ditrer*nt r"tlt for different grades of unleaded petrol)' The
derogations granted undei this provision fell to be reviewed by 31 December 1996 on
a7. Council Directive 96/95/EC of 20 December 1996 amending, with regard io the- level of the
standard rate of value added tax, Directive 77l338lEEC on the Common system of value added
tax.
&the basis of a report and proposal from the Commission.  Such a report and proposal
were presented to the Council on l4 November 1996 (COM (96) 549 final).*
7 .5.  tn the above report and proposal  the Commission took account of the fact that
it would soon after pr.rent proposals for an overall scheme of taxation of energy
products: Indeed, ii recognis.d ro*. of these derogations should be prolonged
pending adoption of a new scheme of taxation based on such proposals. It also
actno*teAged that there could be merit in giving Mefrrber States greater freedom to
implement unilaterally some of the measures which are currently applied under
deiogations. These include, in particular, derogations granted ip respect of public
tr"nr-port and differential treatment of unleaded petrol according to .environmental
criteria.
7.6. Under article l0 of Directive gZl8zlEEC, the minimum rates of excise duty
must be reviewed every two years. These reviews must take account of the proper
functioning of the internal market, the real value of the rates of duty and the wider
objectives of theTreaty. In its first such review, in 1995, the Commission noted that
sijnificant  increases in the minimum rates for petrol were warranted, even just to keep
pa-ce with national rates. The review also noted that there were grounds for narrowing
itt. g.p between the rates on petrol and diesel. However,  presentation of proposals
was-deferred pending a wide ranging consultation process. That process has now
concluded  and the Commission  has put forward a new proposal for a new approach on
taxation of energY Products.ae
7.7. The new initiative from the Commission arises partially as a result of the
conclusions of the first review of minimum rates and partially from the ECOFIN
invitation to put forward new proposals, following the absence'of agreement on the
carbor/energy tax proposals. As indicated above, it will also incorporate aspects
arising from 
-the 
review of the derogations granted under article 8 (4) of Directive
s}lsrIEEC
7.8. The broad thrust of thb new proposal is to extend the scope of the existing
Community-wide  system beyond mineral oils to other competing fuels. This will be of
greatest impact in the heating fuel sector, as all motor fuels are already subject to
excise duty at present. The proposal also covers not just excise -duty but all indirect
taxes on fuels (Lxcluding VAi), by laying down minimum levels of taxation rather than
specific excise duty minima. Member States will be free to construct their tax sysiems
as ttrey wish provided that the consequent tax incidences are not below the new
minima. In addition, they will have greater freedom to differentiate duty rates above
the minima. For motor fuels, the minimum levels proposed will be significantly higher
than the existing excise minima. In addition, greatbr coherence between the minimum
Acting upon the proposal fr.om the Commission  the Council hqs adopted a Council dbcision (of 30
LunelSSZl  authorising Member. States to apply and to continue to apply to certain mineral oils,
when used for specifiC purposes.  existing  reduced rates of excise duty or exemptions from excise
duty, in accordance with the procedure provided for in Directive 9281/EEC.
COM (97) 30 final Proposal  for Council Directive restructuring the Community framework  for the
taxation of energY Products.
!'
41levels on different products is envisaged, as are pgriodic specifred increases in the
minima. It is proposed that the new minimum tax level on unleaded petrol should
exceed the current excise minimum by 45o/o, and a corresponding increase of 27Yois
proposed for diesel. Today most Member States apply tax rates far above EU
minimum rates. Therefore the effect on national tax rates of the proposal will be
limited.
7.3  Carbon and energy taxation
7.g. In L992, the Commission put forward proposals for a carbon and energy tax'
This proposal was'not accepted by the Council, and in 1995 the Commission put
forward an amended proposal, with the intention of giving Member States greater
flexibility. However, this proposal also failed to secure agreement, and the outcome of
the discussions was an invitation to the Commission from the ECOFIN Council of
Mar.ch -l !96 to colne for ward with new proposals for the taxation of energy products
generally. With its new proposal for restructuring the Community  system for the
iaxation of energy products, as described in section 7.2, the Commission  has
responded to this request.
7.4  The Auto Oil Programme
7.10. In recognition of the fact that the future Corn*unity policy on the control of
vehicle emissions should be based on an integrated  and comprehensive  approach taking
into account the potential of a wide variety of different  measures for bring about cost-
effective solutions, the Commission, in 1992, invited the European oil and automobile
industries to participate in a collaborative  programme  with the intention of developing
a solid technical foundation upon which the Commission  could build its future strategy:
this programme subsequently became known as the Auto-Oil Programme.
7.1 l.  Considering the result of the Auto-Oil Programme thb Commission presented
in 1996 new proposals amending existing Community le,gislation  on measures to be
taken againsiair pollut-ion by emissions from motor vehicles and quality standards for
petrol and diesel fuels.s
7.17. In the context of fiscal incentives for motor vehicles Directive 89/458/EEC51
introduced  a Community  framework for the granting of fiscal incentives to encourage
Communication  from the Commission to the European Parliament on a future strategy for the
control of atmospheric  emissions from road transport taking into account the results from the
Auto/Oil Programme, COM (96) 248 final.
- proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive relating to the quality of petrol and
diesel fuels and amending  Council  Directive 93l12lEEC
- proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive relating to measures to be taken
against air pollution by emissions from motor vehicles and amending Council Directives
70l1 56/EEC and 7 1l22QlEEC.
Council Directive of 18 July, 1989, amending, with regard to European emission standards for
cars below 1.4 litres, Directive  TO122OIEEC on the approximation  of the laws of the Member States
relating to be taken against air pollution  by emissions from motorvehicles.
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42the introduction of vehicles reaching certain environmental standards sooner than
required by Community law. It could be noted that this.fiscal framework has.been
established within the context of a directive based on Article 100A of the Treaty.s2 The
fiscal incentive framework  does not aim at harmonising  taxes but rather at preventing
obstacles to the functioning of the internat market in this sector. Without a Community
framework Member States would be free, within the limits of the Treaty, to apply
fiscal incentives on a wide range of emission limit values
7 .13. The principle adopted in the framework as last amended in Directive
g4llzlf;Ec have been to permit fiscal incentives only for passenger  cars complying
with the emission criteria laid down in Directive 94llzlEEC and provided that they
are:
.  non-discriminatory;
.  limited in time and that they terminate when the new
mandatory;
emission standards  become
.  of an amount lower than the additional cost of the technical solutions introduced  to
ensure compliance  with the new emission values and the cost of their installation on
the vehicle
The framework  does not cover fiscal incentives for lorries, light trucks or healry goods
vehicles.
7 .14. In developing its new proposal (COM( 96) 248final) for new vehicle emission
standards the Commission has declared its intention to explore a more flexible
approach to the use of fiscal incentives. Accordingly,  the new proposal includes two
sets of emission standards. One mandatory  standard to be applied from the ye.ar 2000
and another indicative standard applicable from the year 2005. Member States will be
able to use fiscal incentives to encourage the introduction of vehicles conforming to
both sets of emission limits.
7.15. The Commission proposal  also envisages a second Auto-Oil programme. One
of its-task would be to propose mandatory  emissiorr limit values to apply from 2005
confirming  or modifying  the indicative values currently presented for 2005. Work is
already und.t *uy on Auto-Oil Programme II. This second programme is also
expected to pay closer attention to the contribution that selective and differentiated
fiscal measures could make.whilst not negatively impacting the functioning of the
inrernal market. It should also establish  whether the provision limiting the use of fiscal
incentivgs to promote low emission vehicles should be revised.s3
Directives under Article 100A are adopted under qualified majority in the Council. Directives under
article 99 are adopted with unanimity  in the Council.
Article 5 of the Proposal  for a European  Parliament  and Council Directive  relating to measures to
be taken against air pollution by emissions  from motor vehicles and amending Council Directives
70/1 56/EEC and 7 0l220lEEC.7.5  Taxation of Heavy Goods Vehicles
7.16. Directive g3/SgtEFtclays  down certain rules in relation td the taxation of
heavy goods vehicles. Under this directive Member States must respect a scale of
minimum rates for circulation taxes on heavy goods vehicles. The directive also
contains provisions relating to the imposition  of tolls and user charges, including those
which gave rise to the introduction  of the "Eurovignette" user charge system which is
currently  implemented  by five Member States. This directive was annulled by the
European  Court of Justice on technical grounds (failure to-follow the correct
pro..durr regarding consultation with the European Parliament).  However, its
provisions remain in effect pending adoption of a replacement difective.
7.17. In its Green Paper on Fair and Ef;ficient Pricing in Transport, the Commission
raised a number of issues for discussion concerning fiscal aspects of the road haulage
sector. These include the appropriate  link between petrol and diesel taxation, the - -
possibility  of differentiating  fuel taxes according to environmental  criteria. It also
raised a number of issues concerning the appropriate  mix of instruments  in order to
best ensure fair and effrcient pricing of road transport, and in particular in order to
internalise external costs.
7.18. As a first follow up to the Green Paper, and in response to'the outcome of the
case in the European Court of Justice mentioned above, the Commission  has made
new proposals regarding  the taxation of heavy goods vehicles. fhese proposals go
Ueyond iimpty reinstating the provisions  of Directive 93/89/EEC. They envisage
gr""t", differentiation oicircuiation taxes and.user  charges according  to environmental
and/or infrastructural  damage criteria. They also intend to allow Member States to go
below the minimum circulation tax rates where complemdntary  user charges are
applied.
7.1g. The proposal for a new directive has not yet been'adopted by the Council.
lndeed, the Commission's new proposals on taxation of energy products should help
to enlarge the debate further, und ultitn.tely to assist in arriving at a coherent approach
across the range of instruments.
7.6  Temporara and permanent movement  of private vehicles
7.20. As indicated earlier, two directives have existed since 1983 concerning  the tax
treatment of private vehicles when persons move either temporarily or permanently
from one Member State to another. However, Directive 83/183/EEC was confined to
taxes connected  to importation,  and thus is of no impact since I January 1993, when
import taxes between Member States \l'ere, in effect, prohibited. Directive
S3l:82/EEC concerning temporary movements remains valid, though has been found
to be increasingly insufficient to address the situations  which arise with the greater
freedom of movement expected under an internal market. Indeed, a proposal for
liberalisation of this direclive was put forward as far back as 1987, but this failed to
secure agreement at council.
7 .2I.  The Community  legislation  governing the treatment  of persons moving their
vehicles between Member States is inadequate  in the context of the internal market.
The Commission has given an undertaking  to bring forward new proposals, in an effort
44to improve this situation. An appropriate  proposal to address these problems is under
preparation.  The proposal will cover both cases of transfer of residence  and temporary
movement froni one Member State to another.
7.7  DiscriminatorT effect of national iax systems
7.22. As indicated earlier, national tax systems can operate in a Way which does not
ensure equality of treatment  between vehicles produced domestically  and those
sourced outside the national territory. Some of the problems in this area might be
overcome by greater approximation of tax systems and structures. Nonetheless,
existing Community lay, and in particular certain provisions of the Treaty, require
Member States to ensure that their tax systems do not produce such discriminatory
effect. Consequently,  cases where such discriminatory treatment is alleged are
investigafed by the Commission  services. Where an infringement of Community law is
suspected,  the Commission  follows up its investigation by instituting legal proceedings
against the Member State in question
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1.1  Taxes on vehicles
I.I.I  Registration  tax
A registration tax known as the Tue de mise en circulation (TMC) is levied in
conniction  with the registration of passenger  cars, dual purpose cars, minibuses and
motorcycles. The tax is payable on change of ownership of a vehicle. The amount of
registration tax due is based on the power of the engine and ranges from 2 500 to 200
000 BF, with age-related  discounts. A uniform rate of 2 500 BF applies to vehicles
registered  for ten years or more. In addition a flat rate charge of 2 500 BF is due for
the registration certificate and the number plates for allvehicles.
The purchase of privatd cars and commercial  vehicles are subject to the normal rate of
VAT, which currently stands at 2l yo. The tax base being the invoice price at the time
of sale of the vehicle. Registration tax is not part of the trix base.
1.1.2 Annual cirmlation tm
Belgium currently applies a circulatio n tax (taxe cle ciratlation) to all motor vehicles
which use the public highway, i.e. passenger cars, dual-purpose  cars, minibuses,
motorcycles, buses, coaches,  HGVs, pickups, tractors, trailers and semi trailers. Fiscal
liability begins with the use of the vehicl6 on the public highway.  The rate of taxation is
normally based on one oftwo criteria:
l) Engine power: applicable to passenger cars, dual-purpose  cars, minibuses, coaches
and buses; this power is expressed in taxable continental horsepower (CV) and is
calculated  on the basis of the cubic capacity of the engine; For example a car with 4
units of CV has a annual tax of BFR 1 992, a car with 10 units of CV has a tax of
BFR 8 040 and a car with 20 units of CV ein SO gqO.
2) Vehicle weight: applicable to HGVs, pickups, tractors, trailers and semi-trailers (all
vehicles designed_ to transport goods. The tax rate i1 Rlogressttq_ 
:
A uniform tax rate applies for motorcycles (BFR 1 416). Reduced rates apply for
passenger cars and dual-purpose  cars first registered more than 25 years ago.
The revenue from the circulation tax is used to fund local communities.
In addition to the annual circulation  tax there are also a supplementary circulation tax
and a compensatory  excise tax. The supplementary circulation tax is payable in respect
of vehicles which run on liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or other liquefied gaseous
hydrocarbons  and serves as a substitute for an excise duty on LPG. The tax rate
amounts to BFR 3 600, BFR 6 000 or BFR 8 400 depending on whether the taxable
engine power is 7 units of CV or less, 8 CV but not more than 13 CV, or over 13 CV.
The compensatory  excise tax is payabte in respect of passenger cars, dual-purpose cars
and minibuses which nrn on diesel, The tax was introduced in 1996 when the tax on
petrol and diescl was last raised. The Belgian Government did not wish to place the
( 1v)road transport  sector at a disadvantage in relation to its counterparts in other Member
States and created a separate form of circulation tax payable for vehicles other than
those designed for road transport to compensate  for the fact that the increase in excise
duties applied only to petrol.
1.2  Taxes on motor fuels 
,
Taxes expressed in national currency  are charged on motor fuels at the following rates:
Special/ Energt Petroleum Total
excise levy  Products
Analysis
Fund levy**
Lraded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Paraffrn  used
as motor fuel
Diesel
LPG
Natural gas
Biofuels
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
1000. cbnr
I 000 litres
ll 900
9 900
ll 900
8 000
00
0-  0
l0 360
8 350
10 360
3 700
550
550
550
0
0
l0
l0
l0
l0
0
0
to be taxed at the rate of equivalent  motor fuel*
* Biofuels used in any tvay other tlnrr in a pilot project adopted by tlre Ministry of Finance for the
purpose of the teclurological development  of greener products  are subject to the excise applicable  to
motor frrels for the equivaleut  engine.
** The levy is raised for the benefrt of the Fund.
All motor fuels are liable to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands at2l Yo.
1.3  Insurance tax
A insurance tax is levied bn premiums  paid in respect of vehicle insurance. The rate of
tax is 9,25 o/o of the premium paid. Vehicles intended exclusively for road haulage
purposes and with a maximum laden weight of at least 12 metric tons get a reduction
to 1,4 Yo for compulsory policies and policies covering material damages.
1.4  Road user charges
As from 1 January 1995 a road user charge called "Eurovignette"  is lwied in Belgium
for vehicles for transport of goods with a maximum  vehicle weight exceeding  12 tons
(based on Directiveg3/89/EEC).  The road user.charge  system is part of an integrated
toll system operated by the Netherlands (since 1.1.1996), Belgium, Germany,
Luxembourg  and Denmark.
s  I  i.rp\ t.  irJ: \,2.  GenlHrw
2.1  Taxes on vehicles
'  2.t.1 Regtstration 16
For purchase of a vehicle, value added tax is levied at the standard rate, which at
presint is 1,5 yo. There are no other to(es or duties on the acquisition or the
iegistration of the vehicle. On registration  (and de-registration) of vehicles, only an
administrative  fee is imposed. For the initial registration the fee is DM 50,00 (+DM
4,00 stamp duty). At subsequent registrations  the fee is DM 40 in the case of a change
of residence and DM 30 without change of residence.
:- 2 I-,? Circulatio;n  tax
Annualroadtax(motorvghicIetm)app|iestoallmotorvehicles.
Privatecars.'The standard  annual rate is DM 13,20 per 100 cc (diesel DM 37,10 per
100 cc). lncreased rates apply for cars not fulfilling certain emission criteria. These tax
rares are DM 18,80 (diesel DM 42.70) for cars registered before I January 1986 and
DM 21,60 (diesil DM 45,50) on cars registered on or after.this date. -
C.ommercial cars: The amount of tax is based on the weight of the vehicle. Increased
rates apply for.vehicles not fulfilling certain emission and noise criteria
2.2  Taxes on motor fuels
The following excise duty rates expressed  in national currency  apply to motor fuels.
Fucl Excise Total
Leaded-petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel
LPG. iiublic vehicles*
LPG
Natural gas. public vehicles*
Natural gas
Biofuels
1000 litres
1000 litres
1000 litres
1000 kg
1000 kg
MWh
MWh
r 080
980
620
241
6 t2.50
18,70
47.60
I 080
980
620
241
6 12,50
18,70
47,60
,|
*Reduced  rate until 3lst December 2000.
All motor fuels are liable to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands at L5 Yo.
2.3  Insurance tax
Premiums for insurance in the vehicle sector are subject to insurance tax of 15 oA.
. (,fqi2.4  Road user charges
On the basis of Directive g3/ilg/EEC a motor way charge has been levied in Germany
since I January 1995. The Eurovignette  user charge is payable in respect of motor
vehicles and composite units intended exclusively for road haulage with an authorised
maximum laden weight of at least l2 metric tons. The Eurovignelte  is due as soon as
such vehicles are used to travel on the public highway. The system is operated jointly
with Belgium, the Netherlands (since 1.1.1996),  Germany, Luxembourg and Denmark
have a joint system for charging.
'  ( rol3.  DENMARK
3.1  Taxes on vehicles
3.1.1 Registration tu
P-rivate cars and certain commercial  vehicles are subject to registration tax in
connection with registration: The tax is charged on the basis of the retail sates price
including customs duty, VAT and profit margin, but excluding the registration tax
itself. For private passenger  cars the tax is lO5 % of the first Dkr 34.400 of the value
and 180 o/o of the remaining  value. For commercial cars that are constructed and
equipped for the purpose of carriage of goods the tax varies according to the weight of
the iar and certain other characteristics. HoWever, goods vbhicles with a maximum
gross laden rveight exceeding 4 tonnes are.exempt from the tax.
Registration tax on second hand cars being registered in Denmark for the first time is
charged on the same basis as for new Cars; but the actual retail price is estimated in a
valuation procedure, where the car is compared to similar cars on the market having
regard to itt factors that might influence  the price. The tax rate for second hand cars is
thi same as_for new cars with the adjustment of the Dkr 34.400 threshold which is
reduced with age of the car. For example, a 6-year-old car would be taxed with a 105
% of the first Dkr 3.440 and 180 % of the remaining value.
The main policy objective is revenue raising, but it can not be excluded that the level of
taxation limit the size of the car fleet. Side effects would then be reduced CO2
emissions, reduced level of pollution in general and to a certain degree r'educed infra
structure costs.
In addition there is also a fee of Dkr 800 (+25 oh vAT) covering two number plates
and the registration certifrcate.
In addition to registration tax all vehicles are subject to the standard rate of VAT,
r.vhich currently stands at 25 o . The registration tax is not part of the tax base for
VAT.
3. t.2 Attnual road tm
An annual road tarc is levied in connection with ownership of registered vehicles. A
supplementary tax is levied on vehicles using fuel other than petrol. Both taxes are
charged on basis of weight - dead weight or maximum permissible weight. The annual
tax rate on a car weighing Dkr I 500 (Dkr 2 000) kg is Dkr 3 917 (Dkr 5 424). The
tax rate on a goods vehicle with a dead weight more than 9 000 kg is Dkr 71 per 100
kg.
Apart from raising revenue in general the tax is also seen as part of the principle, that
users should pay their part of infrastructure  and other costs in connection with use of
roads. The revenue, however, is not earmarked.
, LE,}3.2 Taxes on motor fuels
Taxes are levied on motor fuels at the following rates expressed in national currency.
Fuel Unit  Ercise CO2-tar Total
Leaded petrol*
Unleaded petrolt
Diesel
LPC
Natural gas
Biofuels*t
1000 litres
1000liues
1000 litres
1000 litres
I 000 m3
3 920
3 320
2 o2o
I 360
230
0
0
270
160
220
3 920
3 320
2290
I 520
.150
*Petrol sold from gas stations equipped for req'cling petrol fumes get a refund of 30 Dkr per 1000
litres.
*+Biofuets are subject to the excise applicable  to motor fuels for the equivalent engine.
All motor fuels are liable to the standard VAT rate, which currently stands at 25 oA.
Apart from revenue raising, the taxation of fuels have the objective to reduce the
amount of fuels used.
Insurance tax
There i5 a tax payable on the third-parfy  insurance  premium for insurance of motor
vehicles. The tax rate is 50 % of the premium  (exc. tax) - for certain buses only 40 Yo.
Vehicles which are exclusively used for commercial  caniage of goods are exempt.
3.4  Road user charges
A road user charge for heavy vehicles (over 12 tons) used for carriage of goods by
road was introduced  January 1st, 1995, within the frames of the Agreement between
Luxembourg, Belgium, the Netherlands (since 1.1.1996), Denmark and Germany  on
the Common System of road user charge (The "Eurovigneite"l. For vehicles registered
in Denmark, the charge is levied for the right to use the total road network. For
vehicles registered outside Denmark the charge is levied for the right to use Danish
motor ways. Heavy goods vehicles covered by the Eurovignette receive a reduction on
the annual road tax
3.3
;{  qt
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4.1  Taxes on vehicles
1.1.1 Registration tm
An excise duty is charged on the definitive registration of a vehicle in Spain. The tax
base for new vehicles is the same as for the VAT charged on purchase, i'e' price
exclusive VAT . The tax base for second hand imported cars is their market value.
Perrol (diesel) cars with an engine capacity exceeding I 600 cc (2 000 cc) are liable at
12oh, while other cars are liable at7 yo-
The following vehicles are exempt from the tax:
.  lorries and other vehicles intended exclusively for goods transport, 
-
.  buses and other vehicles intended for collective  transport of passengers'  1
.  vehicles within the public sector,
o vehicles intended exclusively  for hire.
The registration tax was introduced not only for revenue purposes but also to meet the
need ti internalise the specific social costs generated by the private use of vehicles
rvith regard to health, infrastructure and the environment'
In addition to registration  tax all vehicles are subject to the standard rate of VAT,
which currently stands at 16Yo. VAT on the acquisition of a passenger car,-of its parts
and accessories is not deductible except for enterprises involved in the sale of motor
vehicles.
1.1.2 Ciratlation tm
Morcr vehicle tax.. Motor vehicle tax is levied on all motor vehiiles. The annual tax
rate on private passenger cars ranges fr-om PTA 2 100 for a car with less than 8
horsepower to PTA tq gtO for a car with more than 16, horsepower' The annual rate
on lorries range from PTA 7035 (payload  less than I 000 kg) to PTA 24'675 (payload
more than g {gg kg). The purpor. of the annual road tax is to provide revenue for the
local authorities. Local aut-horities may increase the tax rate with a factor ranging from
1,6 to 2p, depending on the size of the municipality.
Tax on economic activity: One part of the tax is a levy on automotive vehicles, which
together with the motor vehicie tax, constitutes the framework for the minimum
taiation of heavy goods vehicles (Directive 93/89/EEC)'
The scheme of rates currently in force distinguishes  between  municipal,  provincial  or
national charges according io the taxable person's type of activity' In.the case of
municipal rates, local authorities are entitled to impose a surcharge  on the minimum
rates. The rates can be reduced for frrms with more than ten vehicles, the amount
depending on the total number.
3i \54.2  Taxes on motor fuels
Taxes on motor fuets are levied expressed in national currency at following rates.
Fucl Unit  Ercise TotaI
Leaded pctrol  1000 litres'  6.1 800  64 800
Unleaded petrol  1000 liues  59 500  59 500
Diesel  1000 litres  43 200  43 200
LPG+  1000 kg  127 3OO  127 300
Natural gas  the rate of the fuel which it deemed to replace,  i.e. in principle  LPG
Biofuels Lhe rate for the fuel rvhich they are deemed to replace
t A reduced rate is applied *hen LPG is used in local public transport pursuant to Article l(5) q.f
Council Decision 9215I0/EEC of October 1992
All motor fuels are liable to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands at 16yo.
The level of tax rates is arrived at by considering a whole series of policies together
(revenu e, i nfrast ructure fi nancing, environment,  etc. )
4.3  lnsurance tax
A charge is levied on all insurance contracts except life assurance  and export credit
insurance. The tax base is insurance  premium and the rate is 5 %o. The revenue from
the charge is intended to subsidise  the Insurance Undertakings  Payments  Board.
4.4  Road user charges
A toll is charged for the use of certain public highways. It is paid to the company
operating the said highways.
4.5  Other charges associated with vehicles
The administrative  body responsible for registration  levies a charge inter alia on the .
followine:
.  Road fund licences PTA 8 950
.  Change of ownership of vehicle PTA 5 600
i5q  e5.  GReecE
5.1  Taxes on vehicles
5.1.1 Registration lm
A special consumprion  tax, a once offspecial duty and value added tax are imposed on
import of passenger and commercial vehicles from third countries as well as on
shipment oi tt.ntport of such vehicles from Member States of the European Union
into Greece and manufacturing of vehicles in Greece. An additional import duty (at l0
%) is levied on those vehicles imported from third countries.
Private cars
The special consumption tax depend oh the taxable value and the cylinder capacity.
The raxable value ii obtained by increasing the factory price (plus import duties for
non EC vehicles) b1'21 %. This percentage surcharge is applied accordingly in arriving
ar the taxable value for imposition of excise duty on domestically manufactured
passenger moror vehicles. Furthermore the price is increased with a transportation  and
inruruni" coefiicient.  This coeffrcient is 7 o/o for vehicles of European origin and 25 Yo
for vehicles from third countries. The excise duty on cars using'conventional  and
second hand non-polluting technology ranges between 48 and 400 Vo of the taxable
value. The correspondent  rate on new non-polluting  cars ranges between l0 and 75 yo
Funhermore, over the two year period 199111992, an incentive has been given by,way
of reduced excise duty, for new non-polluting passenger  cars if the buyer trades in an
old conventional motor vehicle.
The one off additional special classification duty is calculated  according to taxable
value and is levied as follows:
Up to I 200 cubic centimetres  8 Yo
From I 201 - I 800 cubic centimetres l2Yo
From I 801 cubic centimetres  and above 160/o
In addition to these excise duties VAT is levied at the standard rate of 18 Vo.The tax
base is the retail price including all taxes (the special consumption tax) except VAT
itself and the one offadditional  duty.
Commercial  vehicles
The special consumption tax is calculated on the price for vehicles originating within
the Community  and on the price plus customs duty for other vehicles. The tax rate is
calculated  on cylinder capacity or type of vehicle. The tax rate range between
5 and 30 oh. Electrically driven vehicles are exempt from excise duty. There are also
exemptions relating to specific persons such as those emigrating, families with many
children, invalids.
(s rJ 105. 1.2 Circulation tax
Circulation tax is levied on all vehicles. The tax oh private vehicles is calculated in
relation to engine rating, on coaches and buses in relation to number of seats and on
commercial vehicles according to payload. For the first five years, the circulation tax is
not imposed on "clean" cars provided that they are accompanied by documentary
proof of the scrapping of an old vehicle. The annual road tax on private use passenger
cars, motorcyiles,  caravans and Jeep-type vehicles ranges from DR 25 000 to DR 130
000. Lorries are liable to a tax equal to Dra 12,5 per kilogram useful load.
5.2  Taxes on motor fuels
Excise duty, expressed in national currency, on motor fuels is levied as follows.
Fuel Unit Excise
Leadcd pctrol
Unlcaded petrol r*'ith octane over 96,5
Unleaded petrol with 96 ocLane
LPG
Natural gas
Biofuels
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 kg
127 000
12l 000
lll  000
77 000
32 000
0
0
In addition motor fuels are subject to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands
at 18 0A
5.3  lnsurance tax
Motor vehicle insurance  premiums are subject to a turnover tax of 10 % plus a stamp
duty. The stampduty  is 2 % (plus a20o/o levy on behalf-of the;OGA [Agriculture
Insurance Organisation]). Only private cars used by individuals must be insured. The
Government and companies are not obliged to insure their motor vehicles.
5.4  Road user charges
A system of special roid tolls applies and is collected directly lrom the user when
travelling on the National Road Network. Factors taken into account in their
calculation are the distances in kilometres travelled by the user, the type of.motor
vehicle and its axles. Vehicles owned by the Greek state and a number of other
vehicles operated by public authorities are exempt from paying tolls.
;6b,,
115.5  Other charges associated with vehicles
A one-off contribution is payable to the'state for the issue of a road licence for
privateiy owned lorries with a open or closed body. The one-off contribution is-also
payable for a road licence issued for publicly owned lorries.
i5r'j  e6.  FRq,xce
6.1  Taxes on vehicles
6.1.1 Registration tm
Motor vehicle registration  certificates and all other motorised vehicles give rise to the
payment of a local tax. The amount of tax is related to motor seize expressed in fiscal
horr" power. The tax rate is decided by the provinces. In 1995 the tax rate per
horsepower varied between FF 95 and FF 195. The tax rate is reduced by half with
respect to:
.  commercial vehicles of a total laden weight in excess of 3,5 tons,
.  non-agriculture  tractors,
.  motor cycles.
In addition to the local registration tax a para fiscal charge is levied when the
registration certificates  of new vehicles are issued. The revenue is set a side for the
expansion  of vocational training in the transport sector. The charge is only levied on
goods public transport  passenger vehicles. The amount of charge is as follows:
o motorised goods vehicles with a weight under 3,5 tons FF 148,
.  motorised goods vehicles with a total weight between 3,5 and 6 tons FF 608,
.  rnotorised goods vehicles with a total weight between 6 and 11 tons FF 912, and
over ll tonsFF I 368.
.  Public transport  passenger vehicles FF I 368.
The purchase of private cars and commercial vehicles  are subject to the normal
VAT, which cunently stands at 20,6 Yo. The tax base being the invoice price
time of sale of the vehicle.
rate of
at the
6. 1.2 Circulalion tax
A circulation tax is levied on all motor vehicles with a weight less than 16 tonnes. The
amount of tax depends on the fiscal horse power, the age of the car and the district in
which it is registered. Diesel driven cars are given a preferential treatment. The tax rate
on passeng"*urc is progressive.  In addition to the circulation tax an extra tax is levied
on passenger cars belonging to companies. The tax amounts to FF 5 880 per annum
for a car not exceeding  7 fiscal horse powers and FF l2 900 for the others.
A special axle tax is levied on vehicles with a total weight over l6 tonnes. The amount
of ia* depends on the tonnage and the number of axles. Reduced rates apply to
vehicles uting a combination of road and trail. Furthermore reduction of tax is granted
if long journeys are made on motor ways where vehicles have to pay toll.
$8,
,t?6.2  Taxes on motor fuels 
' '
Taxes on motor fuels are levied at the following rates expressed in national cuffency:
Fuel Lhit Excise fiH+  CPDC** IFPtt* Total
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel
LPG
Natural gas
Biofucls
I 000litres 4 035  3.90  l,l5  19,2
I 000 litres 3 762  3.90  l,l5  l9.2
l000litres 2328  3.90  l.l5  l?,2
I 000 litres . 759  0  0  48.{
1000 cbm  636  0  0  6.0'
I 000 litres Tax esemption  applies for some biofuels
4 059,25
3 786,25
,2 352,25
807,4
612
of VAT, which currently stands at
party cover. The tax rate amount to
weight in excess of 3 500 kg are
* Distribution  tax
r* Contributions to the Oil and Natural Gas Support Fund
**+ Contributions to the French  Petroleum trnstitute
All motor fuels are tiable to the standard rate
20.604.
6.3  lnsurance tnx
A tax is levied on basic insurance premiums third
18 %. Commercial vehicles, with a total laden
exempted from the tax.
6.4  Road user charges
Tolls are levied on usage of motor ways.
i Eql7 -  IrnlY
7.L  Taxes on vehicles
7.1.t. Registrationlu
Registration t.xes are applied on both national and provincial level. They are levied at
each change of ownership.  The amount of tax payable on national and regional level
depends on:
.  fixed rate on new cars, it varies in accordance with fiscal horsepower  or payload for
second hand vehicles.  (passenger cars),
.  payload (motor vehicles constructed to carry a load),
.  payload (trailers for goods),  .
.  number of seating (trailers for the carriage of passengers).
An additional provincial tax is levied at a minimum rate of 2lo/oto a maximum of 80%o
of the State tax.
In addition to registration  taxes, certain registration fees are also levied.
The purchase of private cars and commercial vehictes are .subject to the normal rate of
VAT, which currently stands at 19 Yo, except vehicles for disabled, which are subject
to a VAT rate of 4 Yo.The registration tax is not part of the tax base for VAT.
7. t.2  Ciratlalion tax
A circulation  tax is levied on all motor vehicles registered  in the motor vehicle registry.
The basis of the charge are:
.  engine rating (for private cars, buses and coaches),
.  dead weight (commercial vehicles)
There is a basic charge laid down by national administration, part of which is reserved
for the State and the other for the region in which the vehicle is registered. The regions
are entitled to raise their part of the circulation  tax. The tax rate on private cars, buses
and coaches are progressive.
An extra annual tax is levied on vehicles equipped with radios. The tax varies
according to the engine rating of the vehicle fitted (abov e 26 I*  or under 26 FIP, fiscal
horsepower.
{6q  1s7.2  Taxes on motor fuels
Excise duty is charged on motor fuels
currency:
Fuel L'nil
at the following levels expressed in national
Excise'
I I I l,tt9
1022.28
747,47
591,64
0
exempted
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel
LPG
Natural gas
Biofucls
I litre
t litre
I litre
I litre
I cbm
I litre
All motor fuels are liable to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands at 19 yo.
7.3  lnsurance tlx
A 12,5 o/o tax is imposed on insurance premiums.
7.1  Road user charges
Tolls are levied on the usage of motor ways..
7.5  Other taxes
An annual tax is levied on driving licenses.
ia ti8.  [nEtaxo
8. t  Taxes on vehictes
8.1. I  Registratiott tu  '
Vehicle Registration  Tax (VRT) is charged on the'hrst registration of a vehicle in the
State. The charge is payable when the vehicle is first registered or when it is
subsequently converted in-a way that places it in a different registration category which
liable io a higher rate of tax. For passenger cars and certain small commercial vehicles
VRT is chaiged as a percentage of the retail value including VAT ("open market
setling:price"j.  Cars rviih a engine capacity exceeding 2 500cc are liable at 29,25 
oto,
while those with an engine capacity, not exceeding 2 500cc are liable ait 23,20 o/,
(subject to a minimur 
"hutg"-9f-!250), 
C,ert{n. qqrall cqmLrgrciat yglj9teq are liable at
t3,3 oA(subject to a minirnJrn .trurg. rrool. Oittei co*rriiiai vdtriites aie iiable tb a 
-
flat rate of f+0. The percentage rate of VRT chargeeable  also varies accordingly to the
vehicle weight and cargo capacity parameters for commercial vehicles. Motorcycles
are liable :.i. L Z p"r 6 to a ml:iimum of 350cc arid e I per cc thereafter (with age- .
related discounts).  Certain types of special use vehicles and vehicles designed or
constructed for oFroad use are exempt from VRT.
From I July, 1995 to 3l Decemb er, 1997 a temporary scheme of relief is in operation
rvhereby u p.rron is repaid t t 000 of the VRT incurred on the purchase of a new car
..where that car replaced  a scrapped car which was more than 10 years old. The scheme
was first mooted as an environmental measure.
The purchase of private cars and commercial vehicles is subject to the standard rate of
VAT, currently at 2lo  .
8.1.2 Ciratlatiot
Road tax is a periodic charge which may be paid for a period of three, six, or twelve
months. The bases of the 
"hutg. 
are cubic capacity of the engihe (for cars), unladen
weight (for commercial cars), seating capacity (for buses) and specialised usage and/or
construction. The rates are ptogt"tti,re and vary according to the vehicle, but for the
present not according to the region of registration'
i s.e)8.2  Taxes on motor fuels
Excise duty is charged on motor fi.rets. as of 23
expressed  in national currency:
January 1997, at the following rates
I"uel
Lcaded petrol
Unleadcd pctrol
Super unleadcd
petrol
Diesel
LPG
Natural gm
Biofuels*
L'nit
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I t)00 litres
I 000 litres
1000 cbm
I 000litres
Excise dut.v
328.31
29{.++
324.17
262.55
56.75
0
262.5s
tTo date thire is no commercial  distribution of biofuels in the State.
All motor fuels are liable to VAT at the standard rate of 2l o/o.
8.3  lnsurance tax
There is a 2 o/o stamp duty levy on motor insurance premiums.
8..1  Road user charges
No public tolls or user charges have been introduced  in Ireland for the use of motor
ways. At present there are two existing toll areas functioning under private investment.
Iau 189. LUXEIvIBoURG
9.1 Taxes on vehicles
9.1.1 Registration  tax
No registration tax is levied. However, a lee of FLTIX 500 is payable at time of
registration
The purchase of private cars and commercial  vehicles are subject to the normal rate of
VAT, which currently stands at 15 o 
.
9. 1.2 Circulation  tax
Luxembourg currently applies a circulation tax to all motor vehicles which use the
public highiay, i.e. passenger  cars, dual-purpose cars, minibuses, motorcycles, buses'
coaches, HGVs, pich1ps, tiactors, trailers and semi trailers. Fiscal liability begins with
the use of ttre vehicle on ttre public highway. The rate of taxation is normally based on
the following:
.  privati: cars: the amount of tax is proportionate to engine capacity on engine
capacity, with a tax rate of FLUX 100 per 100 cc'
.  Buses and coaches: the amount of tax depend of the unladen weight of the vehicle'
The tax rate is regressive.
r  Vans, lorries and road tractors with a maximum vehicle weight less than 12 tons:
the amount of tax depend of the unladen weight of the vehicle. The tax rate is
linear.
Lorries and road tracto-rs with a maximum  vehicle weight equal or more than 12 tons:
the amount of tax depend of the weight of the vehicle, the number axles and the type
of suspension.
9.2  Taxes ori motor fuels
Excise duty is levied on motor fuels according to the following rates:
Fuel Unit Excise
t6 110
14 010
10 200
4 100
0
0
- Bi"f*k "*d ir*  pilot project for the purpose  of the technological development
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel
LPC
Natural  gas
Bio[uels
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I000 cbnt
I 000 litres *
i6\)
o[ greencr products  are subject  to exemptions  from the excise duty
19All motor fuels are liable to the standard  rate of VAT, which culrently.stands at 15 oA.
9.3  Insurance tax
No such tax is applied.
9.4  Road user charges
As from I January 1995 a road user charge called "Eurovignette" is levied in
Luxembourg for vehicles for transport- of goods with a maximum vehicle weight
exceeding l2 tons (based on Directive 93l89fEEC). The road user charge system is
part of an integrated toll system operated by the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany,
Luxernbourg and Denmark.
{6r  V 20: 10. NerHpRL.c,NDs
l0.l  Taxes on vehicles
t 0.1. I  Registration  tax
A registration tax, the B.P.M., is levied on all new passenger  cars and motor cycles:
The B.P.M^ is calculated on the net list price, including profir margins but exclusive of
taxes. It is calculated on the list price, separatgly from VAT. The amount of B.P.M. is
obtained  by using the following formula:
o petrol cars: (0,452xnet  list price) - ttrL 3 394: amount of tax  :
o diesel cars: (0,452x net list price) - FIFL | 278: amount of tax
The purchase of private c4rs and cornmercial  vehicles are subject to the normal rate of
VAT. which currently stands at 17.5 o/o. The tax base being the price exclusive of taxes
10. I .2 Circulation  tax
The road tax is established on the basis of the type of vehicle, its dead-weight, the type
of fuel used and the region. However, the road tax on ccimmercial vehicles does not
differ between regions.
10.2 Taxes on motor fuels
Three different types of tax apply.to fuel. The excise duty, an environmental  tax
(WBM) and a tax on stock (COVA). The total level (in guilders) of indirect taxation is
shown below.
Fuel Unit Excise COVA-Ievy** wBM***  Total
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel-
LPC
Natural gas*
Biofuels
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
t 000 litres
I 000 kg
1000 cbm
I 000 litres
| 262,50
I 119,80
657,30
78.72
0
12,50
12,50
12.50
0
0
25,10  I 300,1
25,10  I t57,,1
27,70  697,5
33,08  I I t,80
85,55  85,s5
**The COVA-lery is destined to finance  emergencry stockpiles.
***Energl'and carbon dioxide tax rvhere the rates are based on carbon (5O o 9 and energy (50 %)
con.tent.
All motor fuels are subiect to VAT at the standard rate of I7,5 oh
10.3 lnsurnnce tax
A tax on motor insurance  premium is levied, currantly  at the rate of 7 Yo.
:  I  r': 0ol10.4 Road user charges
As fiom I January 1996 a road toll called "Eurovignette"  is levied in the Netherlands
for vehicles for transport of goods with a maximum vehicle weight exceeding 12 ton-; .  i
(based on Directive 93/891EEC). The road toll 
-system is part of a integrated toll
system operated by the Netherlands,  Belgium,  Germany, LuxemboUrg  and Denmark'
(tu 
22II.  AUSTRIA
I l.l  Taxes on vehicles
I I. I. I  Registration tar
A special registration  tax is levied on new passenger cars and motor bicycles (and on
old ones, if these are registered  for the first time in Austria). The tax ratg in per cent,
for a passenger car is calculated  according to the standardised fuel consumption  of that
car. The tax rate (in per cent) on motor cycles.depends  on the cubic capacity.
Passenger  cars:
Petrol cars: Tax rate = ((fuel consumption accordin gto 931116/EEC) - 3litres)x2Yo
Diesel cars: Tax rate : ((fuel consumption according  to 93/l l6IEEC) '2litres)*Zoh
Motor bicycles:
Tax rate : ((cubic capacity - 100 ccm)*0,027o
The amount of tax payable is calculated  by applying  the tax rate to the retail price  '
excluding VAT itself. The maximum rate is l6oh.
The purchase of priVate cars and commercial vehicles is subject to the normal rate of
VAT, which currently stands at 17.5 Yo, the tax base being the retail price including all
taxes (registration tax) excluding VAT.
t t.1.2 Ciratlation tax
A vehicle tax is levied on all vehicles  (passenger  cars, trucks, motor bicycles, trailer,
etc.). But there exist several exemptions (e.g. buses, vehicles of the administration,
vehicles owned by disabled persons, ambulances,  etc.). The amount per month is as
follows:
o Passenger  cars and cars up to 3 500 kg: ((FIP in kW)+5 ATSr
.  Motor bicycles: ccm*0,20 AT52
.  Other vehicles with a gross laden weight over 3 500 kg: gross laden weight
(tonne)*70 to 85 ATS (depending on the gross laden weight)
Speciat reductions of circulation tax apply to vehicles with a gross laden weight over 3
500 kg used in combination with railway transport.
I  Ranging from 5 to 5.5 ATS depending on if tlte tax is paid montlill, quaterly or once a y€ar.
r  lbidcm
*i iall.2  Taxes on motor fuels
Excise duty on motor fuels applies at the following rates, expressed in national
currency:
Fuel Excise
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Diesel
LPG*
Natural gas*
Biofuels
I 000 litres
t 000litres
I 000 litres
I 000 kg
1000 cbm
I 000 litrcs
6 600
5 610,4
3 890
I 600
600
180
All motor fuels are subject to VAT at the standard  rate o,f 20||.o
I1.3  Insurance tax
Motor vehicle insurance policies are subject to a tax of ll  o/o of premium paid.
t
t 1.4  Road user charges
According to Directive 93189/EEC road user charges are levied on vehicles for
transport goods with a maximum  gross laden weight exceeding  12 tons.
The tax rate depends on the gross laden weight and the duration of the use of the road.
The Accession to the European  Union provided Austria with the right, until the end of
1996, to levy road user charges at a higher level than the rates laid down in Directive
93l89tEEC. At the beginning of 1997 Austria had to reduce these charges according to
regulations of above mentioned  directive.
With the beginning of 1997 Austria introduced a road toll, "Vignette" on high ways
levied on all other vehicles that are not covered by the harmonised road user charge,
e.g. passenger cars, omnibuses, trucks with a weight less than l2 tonne and motor
bicycles. The toll rate depends  on the duration of use and the type of vehicle. For
passenger cars the toll amounts to 550 ATS a year and for buses 6 000 ATS a year.
Vignettes can also be purchased for shorter periods (e.g. monthly or weekly).
itt I 24L2. Ponrucn,t
Lz.l  Taxes on vehicles
12.1.I Registration tu
Vehicle tax is collected for qhe registration  of the vehicle. The vehicle taxation rates
are progressive in accordance with the level of cylinder capacity. Reduced rates apply
to o.ond hand cars . The tax is coltected by the state but it is distributed to the
municipalities  in the area of the owners of the vehicle. The tax is reduced with 50 Yo on
vehictes registered in Azores and Madeira.
In addition to registration tax all vehicles are subject to the standard rate of VAT,
which currently stands at 17 oA. Vehicle tax is included in the tax base for VAT-
Apart from the vehicle tax an ownership registration fee is collected. The fee is
collected at the time of the first registration of the vehicle, as well as subsequent
registrations and amounts to Esc 5 607.
12. t.2 Circulation tax 
' 
-
Mutticipal tax on vehicles
A circulation tax is levied on lightweight passenger cars lightweight mixed 
_cars of a
gross weight equal to or less than 2 500 kg and motorcycles. Calculation of the tax for
cars is based on the fuel used, the cylinder Capacity of the engine, the voltage (for
electrical driven cars) and the age. For motorcycles the tax base is defined by the
engine cylinder 
"upu"ity 
and the age. The vehicles of the greatest cylinder capacity and
oflhe lowest age are subject to ih. highest tax. A number of users are exenlpt, for
example  public authorities
The tax is collected by the state but it is distributed to the municipalities in the area of
the owners of the vehicle.
Circulatiort tu
Circulation tax is levied upon the use of vehicles for the transport of goods for
personal use or the activity of hiring of vehicles without a driver, when the latter are
ior private transport.  The amount of the tax is determined  in accordance with the gross
weight of the iespective vehicles, in correlation with the wear and tear of the
infrastructures.  The rates, as a result, are progressive.
Truck tctx
The same tax as above but levied on the use of vehicles for public road transport or the
activity of hiring of vehicles without a driver, when the same are for public transport'
The amount of tax is determined  in accordance with the gross weight of the respective
vehicle
/^r i , r7 a<12.2 Taxes on
txctse clutv on motor
national  aurranau,
nrotor fuels
fuel is applied according to the following rates, expressed in
Fuel
Leaded  pctrol
Unleaded petrol
Dicscl
LPG
Natural gas
Biofuels
L'nit
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 kg
I 000 kg
I 000 litrei
98 300
91 500
52 000
20 000
20 000
(a)
a; the rate for substitute traditional fuel applies
LPG and natural gas consumed by public transport are exempt from excise duty. Diesel
used by agriculture is liable to a reduced rate of Esc 21 400.
In addition motor fuels are subject to the standard r,ate of VAT, which currently stands
at 170A.
12.3 lnsurance tax
A stamp tax is payable on thtvalue of car insurance,  the rate qf which is 5 Yo.
L2.4 Road user charges 
t
A system of tolls is applied on approximately 800 km of the Portuguesd motor way
network. Toll tariffs are adjusted annually in accordance with the rate of inflation.
iY r;
2613. FrlL.lxo
13.t  Taxes on vehicles
I 3,1.1 Regislration lax
A car tax is levied on passenger cars, detivery vans and other cars weighing  less than I
875 kg and on motor cycles. The tax is levied before the first registration or use of the
vehicle in Finland. The basis of the tax is the value of the vehicle. The tax amount to
100 oh of the tax base minus 4 600 FM. Vehicles with low emissions  get a reduction of
4 500 FM. However, the tax charged always correspond to at least 50 per cent of the
value of the car. Motorcycles  are taxed on the basis of the engine capacity.
In addition to car tax all vehicles are subject to the normal 'rate of VAT, which
clrrently stands at 22 oh. The registratiori tax is included in the taxable value
concerning VAT.
I 3. 1.2 Circulalion tax
A circulation  tax applies to.diesel driven cars. However, for the 1994 - 1996 there has
been a temporary  annual road tax for all passenger  cars and delivery vans. (It is likely
that it will be abandoned. [t was introduced to frnance reduction of the registration  tax
in 1993. The permanent annual road tax on diesel driven cars is motivated by the
relative low level of excise duty on diesel fuel compared to petrol.
i -1.,
'1d;  2713.2 Taxes on motor fuels
The total amount of excise duty on motor fuels is made up by a basic duty, a,n
additional duty and a strategic stockpile fee. The additional duty is based 100 per cent
on the content ofcarbon.. The duty based on the content ofcoal is 70 FM per tonne of
Carbon dioxide. Tax rates are presented below.
Fuel  I
Leaded petrol normal grade
Leaded petrol rcforntulated
Unlqrded  pctrol. normal  grade
Unlcadcd pctrol. rcformutatcd
Dicscl. normal grade
Diesel. r'eg' lon'sulphur contcnt
LPG*
Natural gas (a)
Biotuels  (b)
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litrcs
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 kg
1000 m3
I 000 litres
Basic Additional
.  dutv
cluN
3 -t t9  164
3 369  16{
2969  164
2ere l9{
I 599  186
I {49  186
00
n2
Total
anrcunt ot
'excise dutv
3 623
'3 573
3 t73
3 123
I 825
I 675
0
LL2
Stategic
s!ockpile
fee
40
{0
{0
.t0
{0
{0
0
a) A reduced rate at 50 % applies during t. l.1995 - 3 l.12.1997
b) the rate for substifute traditional fuel applies
The tax rate on fuels are differentiated  on an environmental basis. Different rates have
applied on leaded and unleaded petrol for mpny years. Since 1992 there has been a
different level for reformulated  petrol (oxygenated petrol) and for diesel fuel which is
almost sulphur  free.
In addition motor fuels are subject to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands
at 22oA. There is no different treatment between private and commercial use. However,
working. machines (cranes, trucks, road machines etc.) and agriculture tractors  are
allowed to use low taxed gas oil (marked  gas oil). The large majority of fuels sold
belong to the enviro'nmentally  better grades.
13.3 lnsurance tax
A special tax applies to insurance contracts. The tax rate is 22 o)o (same percentage as
the standard VAT rate)
13.4 Road user chnrges
No such taxes are applied in Finland.
lTEu 2814. Swnnen
14.l  Taxes on vehicles
l1.l.l Registration tu
The sales tax on motor vehicles is levied at the registiation of the vehicle in the
national vehicle register. The tax is charged according to its environmental
classification.  Vehicles that fulfil existing mandatory  exhaust emissions requirements
belongs to class 3. Environmental class 2 and I require that vehicles fulfil more
string-ent emission standards. In 1996 the tax on pilssenger cars was abolished.
Environmental class
Environmental class I
Environmental class 2
Environmental  class 3
Buses and light
trucks
c.V w*
<3500kg
e.lA SeK per
kg ofkerb
rveight
6,38 SEK per
kg ofkerb
weight
+ I 993 SEK
Light trucks
with llat top
G.V.W*
<3500k9
3 986 SEK
5 978 SEK
Buses and
truck
G.V.W*
>3500kg
5 978 SEK
6.38 SEK per  3 986 SEK
kg of kerb
rveight
*C.V.W = Gross Vehicle Weight
Sales tax on motor cycles are levied with SEK 1 335 if the kerb weight not exceeds 75
kg; with SEK I 754 ifthe kerb weight exceeds  75 but not 160 kg; with SEK 2 690 if
th-e kerb weight exceeds 160 but not 210 kg; and with SEK 4 464 in all other cases.
At the time of registration  a scrapping  fee is levied on passenger cars, buses and light
trucks without a flat top with a gross weight not exceeding 3 500 kg. The fee is sEK I
300 for all vehicles. The revenue from the scrapping  fee is used to finance a scrapping
premium, which is paid to the owner when the car is scrapped at an authorised car
breaker.
VAT is levied on purchase and rental of cars and motorcycles. The present VAT rate is
25 y". VAT is calculated on sales price exclusive of VAT but inclusive of all other
taxes and charges. for example the sales tax. Only a taxable person who perform' on a
conrmercial baiis, passenger transportation,  sell or lease passenger cars or has a driving
school is entitled to deduit VAT iaid in connection with the purchase of the car or the
motorcvcle. That person, except lrom the one who Sells cars or motor cycles, is also
entirled to full deduction of VAT paid on rental or leasing costs. For other taxable
persons the right to deduct VAT on rental or leasing costs is linuld to 50 o/o' On
operating expenses there are no limitations in the right to deduct VAT and no division
with respect to the private use of the vehicle is required'
i? ?lI
11.1.2 Circttlation tm
Circulation tax (vehicle tax)is levied as a fixed annual tax on passenger cars, lorries,
buses, motor cycles,.tractors,  motor implements, healy cross-country vehicles and
trailers.withtheexceptionofhealysemi.trailers.
The tax rate depends on the tax weight. Tax weight,for  passenger cars, motor cycles,
tractors and motor implements is defined as the kerb weight. For other vehicles, with
some exceptions,  tax weight is defined as the gross laden weight.
Motor vehicles 30 years or older are exempt from the ta:c. Passenger.cars and lorries
and buses with a tax weight not exceeding I 500 kg, belonging to environmental  class
l, are exempt from vehicle tax for the.first five years from initial liability to tax. The
annual vehicle tax is SEK 384 lower on passenger cars registered in certain sparsely-
populated  areas.
Examples of vehicle tax rates
Type ofvchicle
Passenger car
Passenger car. model 93 and earlier
Passenger car. model 94 and later
Lorryr
Lorry'
Traile/
Bus
Tractor class l, (road tractor)
Tractor class 2 (agriculture  tractor)
Tax weight
t 200
I 200
I 200
16 000
16 000
20 000
16 000
6 000
Vehicle tax
r
diesel
diesel
petrol
diesel
diesel
diesel
petrol or diesel
petrol or diesel
I 032
2 462
3 952
r.8 604
t0 062
9 056
I 645
4n5
225
l. 2-axled with attachmentv  for a semi-trailer
2. 2-a.rled without attachment  for a semi-trailer
3. 2-atled. tou'ed by diesel driren vehicle, not semi-trailer
14.2 Taxes on motor fuels
The carbon dioxide tax is strictly proportional  to the carbon content of each fuel. The
energy tax rates on diesel depend on precise technical characteristics  such as the
content of sulphur and aromatics. The energy tax on unleaded petrol is also
differentiated according to  environmental categories. The reduced rate of
environmental class 2 is linked to established technical  characteristics including
sulphur, lead, benzene. and phosphorus contents. Unleaded petrol which does not
comply with these characteristics is charged with a higher rate of energy tax
(environmental class 3). The current excise duties expressed  in national currency are:
la
'' 
tF i 30Fuel
Petrol
leaded pctrol
unleaded class 2
unlcaded class 3
Diesel
class I
class 2
class 3
LPG
Natural gas*
Biofuels*
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 liues
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 nr3
I 000 litres
Energv- tax
.t 030
3 410
3 470
I 52{
| 736
2 018
950
I 58-r
Carbon dioxide
Iax
050
550
785
L'nit
050
050
{ 890
4 270
4 330
2 571
2786
3 068
I 500
2 369
shall be ta\ed at the rate of the equivalent  fuel
.Certain r.auctions  in tax rates appty for natural  gas and biofuels used for certain pilot projects
The above presented tax rates apply also on fuel used for tractors, excavators, trucks
and other oflroad vehicles. All motor fuels are liable to the general VAT rate of 25
per cent.
14.3 Tax on traflic insurance
No corresponding tax applies.
14.4 Road tolls or other user charges
Sweden is planning to introduce a motor way charge (Eurovignette  system)'
b: i?
?l15. Uxtrso Klxcoolvt
l5.t  Taxes on vehicles
15.1. I  Registration  tax
No such tax applies. A car tax was introduced in 1973 to make good the loss of
revenue on new cars when UK Purchase  Tax at 25 pet cent was replaced by VAT at
l0 per cent. The Purchase Tax rate was reduced from l0 to 5 per cent in March 1992
and abolished in November  1992
t5.1.2 Circulalion tu
Circulation  tax (Vehicle,Excise Duty, VED) is levied on all vehicles.  The tax is payable
if a vehicle is used or is kept on-public roads. The basis of charge depend on type of
vehicle:
. Cars and light vans pay VED at a flat rate of f 145 per year.
. Motor cycles-and tricycles are taxed according  to.the cylinder capacity of the vehicle-
o Heavy goods vehicles are taxed according to weight and the number and
configuration  of axles
o Buses are taxed according to seating capacity
There are exemptions for a range of vehicles including those used by the emergency
services, vehicles used by disabled drivers, vehicles used for agriculture purposes for
journeys not exceeding 1,5 km and classic vehicles.
As with other taxes, a wide range of factors are considered  in setting the structures and
rates of VED. Thise include: The need to raise revenue while minimising economic
distortions; the impact of taxation of the tax on inflation; the transport  costs of the
haulage sector; and the costs of other forms of transport.
15.2 Taxes on motor fuels
Present tax rates are presented below:
Excise duty
Leaded petrol
Unleaded petrol
Supcr unleaded
Diesel
LPC+
Natural gas
Biofuels (a)
I 000 titres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 litres
I 000 kg
1000 ml
t 000 litres
416,80
368,60
402
368,60
2l 1,30
2l1,30
i 1?ra) Biofuels arc ta.xed at the same rate as thc fuci rvhich thel'are replacing
In addition motor fuels are subject to the standard rate of VAT, which currently stands
at 17.5 0h.
Certain types of vehicles which would normally be fuelled by diesel, e.g. road
construction  vehicles, agriculture tractors, etc. enjoy a concession which allows them
to use the much cheaper rebated gas oil (l 25 per 1000 litres). The types of'vehicles
entitled to this concession are strictly defined in legislation.
The Government  has stated its intention to increase road fuel duties on average by at
Ieast five per cent in real terms in future Budgets.
The government  has made provisions to introduce a lower rate of duty on ultra low
sulphur diesel (not exceeding  50 parts per million) of ! 358,6 per I C00 litres, subject
to approval by the Council of a derogation.
15.3 Insurance tnx
Insurance premium tax is charged at a rate of 2,5 per cent on most types of general
insurance  premiums including motor vehicle premiums. It is not dependent upon the
type of vehicle or the use to which the vehicle is put. The tax is applicable to both
commercial and private vehicle premiums. With effect from I April 1997 the Insurance
Premium  Tax rate increased to 4 per cent and a higher rate of 17,5 per cent (equivalent
to the standard VAT rate) was introduced for insurance  sold by certain suppliers of
goods and services liable to VAT. lnsurance, typically mechanical breakdown
inrr.,run"", sold by car dealers is one category of insurance to which this higher rate is
applied. However, ordinary motor insurance  is subject to the standard rate of 4 per
cent.
15.4 Road user chaiges
The United Kingdom currently employs road tolls on a range of private and public
bridges. A private toll rbad proposal for the'North Birmingham Relief Road is
currently under consideration at public enquiry. The Government is also investigating
the possibilities of introducing electronic tolling on motor ways and congestion
charging in urban areas.
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NB: Information  on revenue from road tolls in France. Belgium. Luxembourg,  Greece and the United
Kingdom  is missing. Information  on revenue  from tax on motor insurance premium is also missing  from
Portugal.  Luxenrbourg. Ireland. Itall'.Greece.
RTvENUE FROM VEHICLE RELATED  TAXES I993
A. As A PERCENTAGE  OF GDP
. Rcglstrrtion trr  Cicuhtion tar  i Petrol t:r  ,Dlesel !8r 
.i
.\usrria  '  0.l5eo;  0.2296i  1.050/oi 0.42olol
Bclsium  ,  u,l loo  0.430261 0.8806i  0,62161
lnsurencc ls! 
|
.  0.l golol
0.120h
Roait tolls 
I
0.15o't  I --- ffial
Total_
2,4794
2,1694
Dcnrnark 0.9 [ o'o'  0,48ozi 0,6{o/o  I 0.18olo  I 0, l0ozir 0,00ozo 2,3201
Finland 0.139'6i  0.l8ozo l9o/oi  0,39oto 0.16o/o 0,000/o 2.2591
Francc  r  0,09ozol  0,2296 .02oa'  O,620/ol 0,3Jo/o 0,00ozo 2.28o/t
3ermanv  0.00ot  0.45%l- -  -1 ....-
ireccc  '  0.5 8ot '  O,24atol  l
;09ozoi--.  0,49o/o1
-
.88ozir i  0,97o/oi
--  - 0.r5%l
O.Ooott
'-  0'00o/o  I
-  .'-6.960.61
.2.180'i
3,670,t
lreland  0.6 I oi,  0,69961 ,090h 4,640/o o,000/o 0,00o/o 3.024,i
lr-1f\.  O-05o,;.  0.09o,o1  1,28olol  0,600/o 0 0,320h 2.3301
Lusenrhours  0,0006  0.00o'oi  l,94o,tol  l,4lo/o 0 0,000/o 3,3501
Scthcrlands  0.57oo  0.870'6:  0.930/oi  0'539/0 0,o0vo 2.9001
Porrusal  0.?5oo,  0,10olol  1,47o/ol  1,09o/o 0,21o/o 3,6201
in  0.2 I o/oi  0.24o/ol  I 0.01% 0,200/o 2,3794
Srrcden  0.099or  0,2896i  1.50o'ol 0,00% 0.00olo 2.200/o
L'K  i  0,00o/ol  0.56oziri  1.39o/ol  0,55o/o 0.00olo 0,000,6 2.51o/o
B. AS A eERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TAXATION  (rNCI-. SOCIAL SECURITY
coNTzuBurroNs), GeNrnnl GOVERNMENT
iRegistretiontrr  lCirculationter Petroltrr  iDiesel ter Insurencc ter Road tolls Total
Austria  O,34o/ot,  0.50o/o 2,34o/ol  O,93o/s 0,4lvo I ,0 I o/o |  5,53o1
Belgium  :  0,259/ol  0,94o/o 1,936/ol  .1,360/o 0,260/o 0,00vo 4.759  u
Dermrk  1.829'o o,960/o 1.2  8olo I  0.36o/o 0,19o/o Q.O0o/o 4,6|o/a
Finf and  u,73o/o o,4ooa 2,61o/ol  o,85o/o 0,35o/o . 0,00% 4,9501
France I  o,2oo/o 0.50% 2.330/ol  l,4lvo o,1sat 0,00o/o 5,200/l
3ermanv  i  0.00o.6 1,0 501 2,51o/ol,  l,160/o 0,35o/o 0,00%] 5,1401
Creece  1.90olo |  0,78o/o 5.1l%l  3,14o/o 0,000/o 0.00olo lt,920h
lreland  |,1Qo/o l.9lo/o i03o/o |  1,770/< 0,00olo 0.00% 8,4201
Italr'  0. I l9'o 0,220/oi  2,930/o1  1,370/o 0.00vo 0,730/o 5,360/o
Luxembourg  0.00e61  0,091: 4,4o'/oi  3,21o/o 0.00% 0,000/o 7,6rot
r-etherlands  l.l8c'ir  1,80o./ol  l.9l%l  I'10% 0,000l 0,00% 5,990/<
Ponugal  2.1 lo6,  0.28olol  4.l5e6i  3,08o/o
Spain  0.5?otl  0.64"61  ,.8t"6i  t'8%
swedcn  0.l?"6:  0,56%i  2.97oloi  0,6602
L.K  -  O.otoloi  l,jTo/ol  4;t!%L  t,68ot
I  o,oo%
f-  q,o*
i  rpo",
I  t^oo-
I  o,sgoto'  lo.22o/o
1---------------
|  0,53%1  6,460/o
f  opo%i 4Jr"^
f---nno'7f, 7;r%
IL{v,
REVENUE FROM VEHICLE RELATED TAXES 1994
A. AS A PERCENTAGE OT GDP
B. AS A nERCENTA6E OF TOTAL TAXATION (rNcl. SOCIAL SECI'ruTY
coNTzuBUTloNs),  GeNennl GoVERNMENT
i Re gistration  141N9!199!at1gg!:1 Petrol tar Diesel tax Insurence tal Road tollr Totel
Auslria 0,A7To.  O,2U/o t.03% 0,43% 0.34% o,4504 z,5zY4
Beteium o.t4%i  0,42% 0,88% 0.65% O.l2o/o o,ou/o 2.2\o/a
Denmark t,43% 0,46% 4,6604 0,3t% o,lu/o O.Q2o/o 2.99/a
Finland A,4U/o 0,29/o t.24% 4,47% 0,t3% 0,OCIlo 2,540/.
France 0,10/o 0,22% 1,040 0.73o/o 0.33o/o A,Wo 2,420/t
Germanv 0,00/o 0.43% I,l8% 0,55% 0.17% 0,Oslo 2.33o/o
Greece 0.52% 0,14% t.74% 0,77% 0,0u/o 0,Offlo 3.17%
reland 0.78% 0,67% 1,09/s 0,68% 0,$u/o 0,OCIlp 3.22o/o
n n<o/^'  o ORo/. 1,34%
2.12%
0.95%
o,6T/o
l,Su/o
0.58%
I  U'rWo
I  O,Offlo
f--  to.ooy'
v,5J'r'o
o,$u/o
I,q6-/o
0,Otrlol  0'07%
A €,0f/;  O 82o
3.7U/o
Lg,!v...vvg16
Xl-r|.-.|anrlc 0,00/o 2.95%
I  t,s3%
a  ro2% l------:---:--:=-
l,l4%
a  o,73%
------;-:-:;7
| :  O,24o/o
r-nM
t-....-..".,*ffi/
sru"aen ,  o,l l%i  g,?1%
u(  0,00/oi  0'57%
u,J l70 . 
0,0S/o
Reoietrrtinn ter iCiculation  tar Petrol tax Diesel tar Ingurence tar Road tolls Total
Ar.r*i" 2.34% 0.98% 0.760/o r,o3% 5,73yo
Beleium 0,3tr/o 0.91% t,88% t,39/o 4,26% 0,0up/o 4.1l"/o
Deninark' 2-77% '0,89P/o t.27% 0,617q 0,19/o o,o|vo 5,71Vo
Finland 0,85% o,6u/o 2,6U/o 0.99/o O.28Yo o,au/o 5.32o/o
Francc 0,22% 0,5slo 2,36% t,67% 0,740/o 0.001 5,49/o
0,0CI2o I,OU/o 2.77% 1,29/o 0,4u/o O.OU/o 5,46%
Grece t.63% 0.45% 5.48% 2.42% 0,Off/o . o,ov/o 998%
Ireland 2.t2% 1.83% 2,97% 1,85% 0,Off/o 0.00/o 8,7704
Italr o.l2% 0,Tu/o 3,29/o t,69/o 0,00/o 0-81% 6.l$/o
Luxembourg 0,OCI/o 0.t6% 4,79/o 3,4U/o 0.00/o 0,00/o 8,3So/s
Netherlands 1,28% t-76% 2.04% t,25% 0,0S/o 0,00/o 6.33%
Portueal  2,45%t  0,32% 4.31% 3.22% 0,00/o O,67o/o t0.96%
Snain  t  O 59f/o'.  0.6 1% 2,79/o 2,02% o,02vo 0,54% 538%
s.*''J""  O.22%i  0,53% 2,89% 0,62% 0,0fflo 0.00/o 4,27%
UK  0,OU/ot  l'69Va 4.26% 1,90/o 0,ozvo 0,0S/o 7.88o/o
?r*a
{
f  ReveNue FRoM vEHrcLE RELATED TAxES 1995
-  A. As a PERCENTAcE oF GDP
B. As A eERCENTAGE  oF TorAL TAXATToN (rNcl. socrAl sECUzuTy
coNTzuB urroNs), GENpnel covERNMENT
. R.gis(nlion  trr  Ctrculrtlon trr  iPatrol fer Dlcsel ter lnsurcncc  ler Rord tolls fold
Austria  O. I 3o.ro |  0.20oh |,l4o/c '  O.491/t 0.3201 0,38o/< 2,6701
Bcfgium  ,  0,1396;  O.4lo/o Q,82.A 0,670/ 0. I 39r 0,000/. 2,L50/t
Dcnmark  1,54o,'o,  0.45o/o 0.76o/t O-3201 0.1001 O,03o/. 3,21o/l
Finland  I  0,49o6i  0,31o/o 1,28o/t o.520.4 o.120/ 0,000/o 2,72o/o
Francc  0. l0o.,o,  Q,22o/o 0.99o/. 0.74o/o 0,3301 0,0001 2,37o/o
Cermanv 0,009o |  0.4Qo/o l,lS'/t o,550/o 0,200/t o.0204 2,320/o
Greecc  0,56orot  0.29o/o 1,620/0 0,74% 0.0001 o,000/< 3,20o/o
Ircland  '  0.769o;  .A.650/o 1.03% o,670/o 0,000/o 0,O0o/o 3,loo
Italy  0.059o  0.0802 1,37o/o 0.76o/oi  0,00o/o o30% 2,560/.
L,uxcmbourg  0,000'o,  0,07o/o 1.98o/t 1,330/o  I 0,00Vo 0.00% 3,3801
Nethcrlands '  O.62ora,  0,78o/t 0,9501 0,58%l 0.OOo/o O.OOo/o 2.9301
Portugal  ;  0,8?9bl  O.lzot 1.48o/o l.2lvot  0.00o/o O.24o/o 3.9lot
Spain  -O.l9o/oi  o,Zlo,i.r 0,989/o 0,78961  9,0to/o 0.1  8olq 2,16e1
S*eden  0. [ 2o,o I  0.25o/oJ 1,290/o o.3o96l 0,000/o 0.00o/o 1.9601
UK  0,00o,ir r  0,57o/o1 l,4lo/o 0,72o/ol  0,03o/o O,0oo/o 2,7301
rRegistrrltontrr  iCtrculetionl Petrol trr  'Dlcacl trr  llrBurcncc trr Rosd tolls Totel
\ustfia O.30o/o 0,460/o 2,61o/o l.l2o/o O,74o/. o,870/o 6,10o/t
Bclgium Q,280/o 0,880/6 1,740/. 1,430/o 0,270/l 0,o00/o 4,60%
Denrnark 3,01o/o 0,890/o 1,49o/t 0,620/o 0,190/1 0,o60/o 6,2504
Frnlan{ r,os% o,61% 2.76e/o 1,120/o 0,2101 0,00olo 5,860/.
Francc  0,2lo/o Q,49o/s 2.22% 1,670/o 0,7401 o,000/o 5.3401
Gcrmanv 0.00o/o o,940/o 7.69o/o 1,29d/c 0,47o/o 0,O5o/o 5,4404
Grecce 1.73o/o 0,880,,o 4,960./o 2,2696 0,00o/o O,O0o/o 9.83o/t
Ireland  2,l9oh r.88% 7,980/o 1,950/o 0,00% 0-000l. 9.00o/t
Ital.v"  0.12% 0, l9oztr J.3 5ouo 1,86olo 0,00Yo 0,7 50/t 6,2701
L,uxembourg ,  0,000,'6 A-L60/o 4,50o./o 3.03"t 0,000/o 0.00olo 7.6901
l-cthcrlands 1.31o/o 1.73o/o 2,090/o 1.28o/o 0,00% 0,00% 6,4604
Porlugal  \  2,39Vo o,340/o 4,O80/< 3,33% 0,000/o 0,66o/o l0,8lolo
Spain  I 0,550/" 0.590A 2,81o/o 2,2404 0,02o/o 0,520/o 6,190/,
Sweden  i  0.2496 o,490/. 2,58o/o 0,590/< O,OOa/o 0.00% 3,90o/o
UK 0.000.,o |,64o/o 4,05o/o 2,O60/o 0.0Eol o,o00/o 7,830A
(-) / f,0GnOSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT CURRENT MARKET  PzuCES )
NATIONAL CURRENCY (BILLIONS) AND TOTAL TAXATION AS A PERCENTAGE  OF
GDP
Vtembcr Statcs 1993 199{ 1995
GDP  lax tevcnue 3DP  ltax re!'enuc ;DP tax re!,f€nue
billions, nat cur .% of GDP billions, nat cur t% of GDP billions. nat cur % of GDP
tum 7 3t6 15,6U/o 7 678.  46,Etf/o 7 936 46,W
iermanv 3158:  42.1U/o 3 320;  42,'lV/o 3 457 42,ffl
968 5r,3UA
Denmark 874,  50,3U/. 926i  51,80p/o
)Daln 60 934  36,7tr1 64 699 36.4e 69 ?79 34,9704
Greece tl l06l l0,Eopl 23'156 3l ,80p1 26 4K 32,trA
France 7 077'  13,W 7 390'  41,W 7 675 44,5V
,talv I 550 296  43,500/< I 638 666.  40,700n I 77t 018 40,8V
.reland 33.  35,W 36;  36,7001 40 l4,tu
-urembourS .144:  44,W/o 488'  44,3V/o 5ll qJ,ylt/.
i.I^r1'arlcnrl 581  {8,40% 613,  '46,6ff/o 635 45,4V/o
13 2l0f  35.4V/o l3 998:  35,40vo l5 050 36,2204
A I089  41,700/o 2 t99 41,ffiYo 2272 43,80%
J82,  45.50% 5l I i  47.1tr/o 546 46,50f:l-
I JJ(r  50.30% l53l  49.W0 I 645 50,2V/<
iR--_J 629:  33,l0o/a 665i  33,6U/o 697 34,W4
Source: Eurostat 1997
8p
o;, I.eji*d*